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SOFTWARE
AT AN UNBELIEVABLE PRICE
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pOlNerful

functions

• Virtual instruments - meters, scopes, transient recorder, function
generator, power supplies and more
• Test mode, equivalent to the standard SPICE analyses and a separate
continuous transient simulation mode that allows you to alter
device and circuit parameters and examine the results immediately
• Layered sweeps, meaning you can step almost any device or circuit
parameter on top of any test
• Monte Carlo analysis available for all tests including expanded Monte Carlo
• Easy part selection, including a customisable parts palette
• User-friendly interface with buttons and control tabs
• Live updating in simulation mode
• Circuit wizard makes it easy to generate standard circuits including
attenuators, power supplies, filters, op-amp and tube-based circuits
• Over 25 thousand parts, unlimited circuit size
• Highly flexible 3D graphing

• NEW "realistic" models for caps, resistors, inductors
• Interactive parts including switches, fuses, LEOs, etc.
• Layered sweep tests (expanded)

82 SPICE is backed by comprehensive free technical support both
local rate telephone and online, full user manuals and tutorials and
a NO QUIBBLE, FREE 30 DAY EVALUATION OFFER
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Motor Drivers/Controllers

Controllers & Loggers

Here are just a few of our controller and
driver modules for AC, DC, unipolar/bipolar
stepper motors and servo motors. See
website for full details.

Here are just a few of the controller and
data acquisition and control units we have.
See website for full details. Suitable PSU
for all units: Order Code PSU445 £8.95

DC Motor Speed Controller (5A1100V)
Control the speed of almost any common DC
motor rated up to 100V/5A. Pulse width
modulation output for maximum motor torque
at all speeds. Supply: 5-15VDC. Box supplied. Dimensions (mm): 60Wx100Lx60H.
Kit Order Code: 3067KT - £11.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3067 - £19.95

Rolling Code 4-Channel UHF Remote
State-of-the-Art. High security.
4 channels . Momentary or
latching relay output. Range
up to 40m . Up to 15 Tx's can
be learnt by one Rx (kit includes one Tx but more available separately). 4 indicator LED's. Rx: PCB
77x85mm , 12VDC/6mA (standby). Two and
Ten channel versions also available.
Kit Order Code: 3180KT - £41.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3180 - £49.95

NEWI PC / Standalone Unipolar
Stepper Motor Driver
~..
"-f
-,
Drives any 5,6 or 8-lead
c: --,
unipolar stepper motor
C
~.
. ~.
~~
rated up to 6 Amps max.
Provides speed and direction control. Operates in stand-alone or PCcontrolled mode. Up to six 3179 driver boards
can be connected to a single parallel port.
Supply: 9V DC. PCB: 80x50mm.
Kit Order Code: 3179KT - £9.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3179 - £16.95
PC Controlled Dual Stepper Motor Driver
IIIP;ZW!!!:=, Independently control
~_..... two unipolar stepper
motors (each rated up to
3 Amps max.) using PC
~~IiIII"_1 parallel port and software interface provided. Four digital inputs
available for monitoring external switches and
other inputs. Software provides three run
modes and will half-step, single-step or manual-step motors. Complete unit neatly housed
in an extended D-shell case. All components,
case, documentation and software are supplied (stepper motors are NOT provided).
Dimensions (mm): 55Wx70Lx15H.
Kit Order Code: 3113KT - £15.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3113 - £24.95
NEWI Bi-Polar Stepper Motor Driver
Drive any bi-polar stepper
motor using externally supplied 5V levels for stepping
and direction control. These
usually come from software
running on a computer.
Supply: 8-30V DC. PCB: 75x85mm.
Kit Order Code: 3158KT - £12.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3158 - £26.95
Most items are available in kit form (KT suffix)
or assembled and ready for use (AS prefix).

Computer Temperature Data logger
4-channel temperature logger for serial port. °C or OF.
Continuously logs up to 4
separate sensors located
200m+ from board. Wide
range of free software applications for storing/using data. PCB just
38x38mm. Powered by PC. Includes one
DS1820 sensor and four header cables.
Kit Order Code: 3145KT - £19.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3145 - £26.95
Additional OS1820 Sensors - £3.95 each
NEWI DTMF Telephone Relay Switcher
Call your phone number
using a OTMF phone from
anywhere in the world and
~.,~ ~ ~ .
remotely tum on/off any of
the 4 relays as desired .
User settable Security Password, AntiTamper, Rings to Answer, Auto Hang-up and
Lockout. Includes plastic case. Not BT approved . 130x110x30mm. Power: 12VOC.
Kit Order Code: 3140KT - £39.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3140 - £49.95
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Serial Isolated I/O Module
t:.: - - \ht.W "," U' I. a rtmO ,,~d Computer controlled 8,
channel relay board.
5A mains rated relay
41 . .. . ~ . '.I
~ ~.
outputs. 4 isolated
digital inputs. Useful in
~.
H~O>
a variety of control and
sensing applications. Control/ed via serial
port for programming (using our new Windows interface, terminal emulator or batch
files). Includes plastic case 130x100x30mm.
Power Supply: 12VDC/500mA.
Kit Order Code: 3108KT - £54.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3108 - £64.95
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Infrared RC Relay Board
Individually control 12 onboard relays with included
infrared remote control unit.
Toggle or momentary. 15m+
range . 112x122mm. Supply: 12VDC/0.5A
Kit Order Code : 3142KT - £41.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3142 - £51.95

PIC & ATMEL Programmers
We have a wide range of low cost PIC and
A TMEL Programmers. Complete range and
documentation available from our web site.
Programmer Accessories:
4O-pin Wide ZIF socket (ZIF40W) £15.00
18V DC Power supply (PSU010) £19.95
leads: Parallel (lEAD136) £4.95/ Serial
(lEAD441) £4.95/ USB (lEADUAB)
NEW! USB 'All-Flash' PIC Programmer
USB PIC programmer for all
'Flash' devices. No external
power supply making it truly
portable. Supplied with box and
Windows Software. ZIF Socket
and USB Plug A-B lead not incl.
Kit Order Code: 3128KT - £34.95
Assembled Order Code : AS3128 - £44.95
Enhanced "PICAll" ISP PIC Programmer
Will program virtually ALL 8
to 40 pin PICs plus a range
of ATMEL AVR, SCENIX
SX and EEPROM 24C de-':=~"I!J vices. Also supports In System Programming (ISP) for PIC and ATMEL
AVRs. Free software . Blank chip auto detect
for super fast bulk programming. Requires a
40-pin wide ZIF socket (not included).
Available in assembled format only.
Assembled Order Code: AS3144 - £49.95
ATMEl 89xxxx Programmer
Uses serial port and any
:.. : WI
1 01
i
standard terminal comms
.
~'
program. 4 LED's display
'.tJ.:'.t · G .1;'the status. ZIF sockets
not included. Supply: 16-18VDC,
Kit Order Code: 3123KT - £29.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3123 - £34.95
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NEWI USB & Serial Port PIC Programmer
USB/Serial connection. Header
cable for ICSP. Free Windows
software. See website for PICs
pported. ZIF Socket/USB Plug
A-B lead extra. Supply: 18VOC.
Kit
Code: 3149KT - £34.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3149 - £49.95

www.quasarelectronics.com

Comment

Never stop playing
n response to many of you who called for a
features list to contribute toward with content,
I am pleased to list the following subjects that
we will cover for the rest of the year in
Electronics World magazine.
~~

April- Spectrum Analysers

~~

May - Relays

~~

June - USB Interface Design

~~

July - Low-Noise Circuit Design

~

August - High-Speed Discrete Design

~~

September - Analogue IC Design

~~

October - RF and Microwave Design

~~

November -Interconnect Technologies

~~

December - Emerging Technologies
and Techniques

Please feel free to send us your features,
circuit ideas and other material that relates to
these subjects, but also feel free to send us
material on any other electronics-related
subject that has not been covered in the
features list above. The world of components
and design never stops evolving. We are
continually witnessing the shrinking of
electronics that many DIY enthusiasts have a
problem with - modern chips tend to be small,
very difficult to manually assemble into a circuit
and hard to acquire in small quantities at a
sensible price. For the keen DIY circuit
developer, the fun of the 'chase' in completing
an efficient, perfectly functioning circuit built
from scratch has been replaced by
bemusement at the development boards that
can be programmed to meet the craziest of

needs. Not only they can be programmed but
Internet-connected or LANIWAN/PAN (etc)
networked. As one Electronics World reader
said, "such a board can be programmed to be
a wine cellar burglar trap that can be controlled
across the world as an active web page".
To have fun and learn with electronics today
is more likely to mean having a PC and a data
link to a small, semi-intelligent, development
card than owning a soldering iron. Many firms
the likes of Microchip provide low-cost devices
and even free development software.
But is the nature of having fun with
electronics, physics or any other sciences as
we know them going to change? With greater
device integration, smaller component sizes
and just software, software, software, the older
ways of picking up a soldering iron and
tinkering away are slowly disappearing.
Another Electronics World reader recently
wrote: "The constant need of industry to go for
ever more integration and product
specialisation has led to a drop in homedesigned, home-made electronics ideas."
Even though some aspects of home-made
electronics are disappearing, there is still
plenty of fun to be had - even if that means
software programming. Curiosity, empiricisms
and pure playfulness are such an integral part
of human nature that whatever shape
electronics takes on, we will find a way to
continue inventing.

Svetlana Josifovska
Editor
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Technology

Pervasive, networked computing
will dawn in Europe first
consortium of European
scientists is setting out to
create a network of "invisible
computers" that are the billions
of electronic devices we use
every day.
RUNES (Reconfigurable
Ubiquitous Networked
Embedded Systems) is a
research project funded by the
European Community's Sixth
Framework Programme. Its
goal is to harness the processing power of microprocessors
in PCs and embedded systems to create new applications in healthcare, transport,
manufacturing and disaster
recovery among others, but
also giving Europe a competitive edge.
"Every European home

A

contains multiple embedded
systems and most people carry
several around with them, from
phones and watches to
portable computers and music
devices. By joining up existing
devices, we are enabling the
era of wearable computers,
smart homes and a whole new
generation of health monitoring," said EU project officer
Franck Boissiere.
The project aims to create a
standardised, adaptable,
computing architecture that
can organise itself to suit its
environment and meet the
different demands placed
upon it. "We are in the middle
of the revolution but people
don't yet know it's happening.
Invisible, or pervasive, com put-

ing is already all around us. It's
the pervasive - networked computing that is about to
happen," said Steven Hailes,
RUNES technical director and
computer science lecturer at
University College London.
RUNES is expected to
enable factories to rapidly
reconfigure control and information systems to improve
performance, or completely
alter production processes to
meet changing demands. In
retail, it will enable shelves to
report their own inventory to
warehouses. A network of
sensors could monitor a
patient and automatically
provide alerts if their condition
changes or call the emergency
services, and so on .

"The challenge now is to
connect it altogether and find
standard ways to get different
types of devices working
across different networks to
perform different functions in
an 'always on' way. That is
what RUNES is setting out to
do," added Hailes.
RUNES will adopt the
existing connectivity technologies such as Bluetooth, the
Internet, fibre optic networks
and others to connect all of
these devices.
There are 22 industrial and
academic partners in the
project, from six European
countries, Australia and the
US. Among them are Ericsson
and the Swedish Institute of
Computer Science.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

A ne\N fastener technology holds on tight to PCBs
ennEngineering Fastening
Technologies has developed a system that uses
surface mount technology
(SMT) to add fasteners to
printed circuit boards (PCBs).
Dubbed ReelFast, the system
adheres various types of
fasteners directly onto the
solder pad on the surface of the
PCB, using the same soldering
process as the board's electronic components.
The ReelFast SMT fasteners
minimise damage to PCBs as
they are placed during component population and not after,
as is the case with the broaching fasteners, which can
subject the PCB to a significant amount of stress when it
is most expensive. They also
eliminate secondary fastener
installations, reducing costs.
However, as the panel

P

4

Installation of the SMT PennEngineering new
PCB fastener

Solder paste applied to
pad on PCB,

fastener consists of a metal
retainer and a plastic cap-andscrew that is snapped into
place by hand, it may prove
labour intensive. "The alternative - broaching fasteners - are
even more labour intensive,"
said Mark Q'Relly, business
development director at
Arconix, a UK-based division of
PennEngineering. "This year,

Screw snapped in place,

Retainer soldered in place
using standard surtace
mount techniques,

Penn Engineering will bring out
a right-angle SMT fastener that
will not require any labour. All of
these fasteners are for different
usages, however. Some are
panel fasteners for access, the
right-angled fasteners will be
used as spacers and so on."
Although surface mount,
these fasteners exhibit good
performance characteristics

compared to broaching fasteners. For example, a ReelFast
retaining nut, installed into a
6.35mm hole, has an average
pull-off strength of at least
375N and average torque-out
strength of 3.7N/m.
The fasteners come in tapeand-reel packages suitable for
use with existing pick-andplace robots.
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Technology

Health machine uses Linux

The semiconductor industry is
entering another slump, with 2005
expected to be a down year with
revenue declining 5.7% to $l99bn,
states research organisation InStat. The downturn comes on the
heels of 2004 annual revenue
growth of 27% at $211 bn, a new
record. However, it is not expected
to be severe as the economy is in
good stead and growing at 4.3%.
According to In-Stat, the
semiconductor industry's growth
will resume in 2006 and continue
through 2008, before the industry
suffers another downturn in 2009.

A four-year £2.2m EU-funded
study carried out in Germany has
concluded that radiation from
active mobile phone handsets
affects the living organisms'
DNA. Researchers led by Franz
Adlkofer found that cells mutated
in a way that could not be
stopped and which could lead to
cancer, particularly in the
elderly. The mutation is caused
by highly reactive groups of
atoms and molecules released by
microwave signals.
They also found that the effects
of microwave radiation are worse
when the body is exposed to fiveminute bursts of mobile phone
use rather than longer sessions.
new high-integrity motion
control system used in
proton beam irradiation therapy for treating tumour patients
is one of the first such machines to be based on the Linux
operating system (OS). IPG of
Switzerland designed the novel
eight-axis control system for
the machine, based on components from Baldor and the
Mint-language motion commands, specially ported to run
under Linux for this project.
IPG wanted to use Linux to
guarantee maintainability and
long life for the system, which
is enabled by the Linux's
open access source code.
However, this also meant
writing a new Linux driver for
Baldor's Mint-compatible 'c'
library. "The Mint language's

A

sophisticated motion functions helped to simplify this
complex project. It allowed us
to concentrate our efforts on
developing the applicationspecific algorithms that
underpin the positioning
movements, and on the
overall control system," said
Alexander Ferro, lPG's Head
of Automation Engineering.
The proton beam machine
consists of a large steel
cylinder weighing 100 tonnes,
housing a gantry with very
large magnets that guide the
accelerated proton beam. The
patient is driven into the
cylinder and positioned in the
path of the beam to within a
half millimetre, by means of a
table with control of X, Y, Z
rotation, pitch and roll axes

based on closed-loop servo
motors. The table itself
weighs 4.5 tonnes, to provide
the stiffness required for
accurate and repeatable
positioning of the long load.
At the heart of the control
system is a PC, fitted with
Baldor's PCI bus based multiaxis motion controller,
NextMove-PCI. Control is
provided by a Linux-based
application written in 'C'.
The system, which treats
tumour patients a lot better
than X-ray due to the lesser
collateral damage it does, is
currently being commissioned
for commercial operation at
Europe's first proton beam
therapy facility - the Rinecker
Proton Therapy Centre in
Munich.

Q
The analogue professional mobile
radio market is experiencing a
revival despite the greater uptake
of digital technologies, says IMS
Research. European sales of
analogue radios in 2004 were up
20.1% on the year before.
The European analogue
infrastructure sales also increased
around 37.4% in comparison to
the first half of 2003.
Senior analyst, John Devlin, said:
"It would appear that there is an
increasing demand for analogue
networks for the first time in
recent years [and] this is not just
related to Europe. However, it
should be noted that this growth in
analogue is not at the expense of
digital but represents the success
of new markets being opened up
by the analogue suppliers."
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MEMSkey
to Europe
he future for the
European semiconductor industry lies in the
production of MEMS
(Micro-Electro Mechanical
Systems). So says Ian
Hyslop, the new chairman
of SEMI (Semiconductor
Equipment and Material
International), a global
association representing
this industry.
However, in order for
Europe to turn MEMS into a
roaring success, it has to
address a few issues first,
including redesigning the
toolset and the manufacturing process itself, he added.
"The opportunities for
Europe lie in MEMS.
Although not currently [a]
significant [business], it will
grow. However, it has to
be one batch of one wafer
to be economical."
"At the moment you
can't do that because it's
based on an old CMOS
toolset, but that is expensive. However, other
businesses, as in the metal
industry for example, can
do this. They have batches
of one; they do small-scale
manufacturing," he said.
"We will need to redesign
the toolset to be successful in MEMS."
Highly Agile Line Concept
Advancement (HALCA) is a
new Japanese semiconductor fabrication concept
that is currently being
evaluated by European
representatives. It is seen
as one way forward to
achieving economical,
small-scale manufacturing.

T
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Minifab concept may
open doors to more
business in the UK
he Japanese semiconductor industry is investigating a new, 'minifab' concept
for producing semiconductors. The Joint Equipment
and Materials Initiative (JEMI)
team said that this approach,
or Highly Agile Line Concept
Advancement (HALCA), could
be a way to integrate multiple
technologies, such as chemical mechanical polishing, ion
implant and others to produce high-quality new products at low volumes and
relatively low cost.
Minifab is defined as a
facility with throughput of
around 2,500 wafers per
month (8-inch equivalent), as
opposed to a 'megafab' that
fabricates over 25,000 wafers
per month. The concept could
cater for volumes of below
50,000 chips for various
product lines, including mobile
phones and DVD players. It
allows for a gradual investment that can be expandable
and flexible enough for smallscale manufacturing. This
should give small and medium
sized enterprises (SMEs) the
chance to enter markets

T

On demand lab construction = step by step investment

Demand
Mini-Fab #5

Mini-Fab #4

Mini-Fab #3

Mini-Fab #2

Mini-Fab#1

normally dominated by large
companies that are able to
-Finance significant capital
investment programmes over
long periods.
A group from the UK industry visited HALCA last June to
assess its potential impact on
the UK semiconductor business, which is not large scale
but speciliased and niche,
such as small-scale manufacturing of Micro-Electro
Mechanical Systems (MEMS),
biological silicon devices,
optoelectronics, microdisplays and others. The 'lab
on a chip' concept is starting

to open opportunities for
collaboration with chip manufacturers. Such micro-fluidic
chips will need to be of lowcost materials, disposable
and high quality. Thus, the
team feels that the agile
minifabs concept is an opportunity for the UK to explore
this market.
In addition, there is also a
need for small, flexible, selfcontained units for processing
materials like gold, wafer
treatment and 3D structure
formation in organic compounds, without the risk of
contaminating other processes.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Kyocera introduces 200W solar module

J

apanese firm Kyocera has
launched a solar module
with an output capability of
200W, the largest among the
mass production-type solar
modules. The company
believes that its product will fit
large-scale solar electricgenerating systems of 100kW
or greater, which are increas-

ingly being installed in public
and industrial applications.
The SPG200T-02 model has
a conversion efficiency of
14.18%, and the rectangular
cell used, with an average
efficiency of 15.9%, is based
on multicrystal silicon.
The module is 1425mm x
990mm x 36mm in size and

weights 18.5kg.
The Japanese government
last year set a target to achieve
4.82m kW of national energy
capacity through solar power
generation by 2010, growing to
83m kW by 2030. This is likely
to boost interest and use of
solar cells in Japan, including
in residential applications.
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Fujitsu develops low-cost
Gallium-Nitride HEMT
ujitsu Laboratories has
developed a process that
enables low-cost production
of gallium-nitride (GaN) High
Electron Mobility Transistors
(HEMT).
HEMT amplifiers are used in
mobile base-stations, making
them more energy-efficient.
GaN is the basic material used
as it enables the amplifiers to
be driven at high voltages,
with good output performance
and efficiency. In addition, a
semi-insulating silicon carbide
(SiC) substrate is applied as
base to reliably deliver high
operating efficiency. But, this
is an expensive material, so
Fujitsu used lower cost conductive-SiC substrates,
already available in blue LEDs.
Although lower in cost, this
material brought its own set
of problems including parasitic capacitance between the
electrodes and substrate that
leads to lower gain, and
increased leakage current.

F

Source

Gate

Drain

The characteristics
achieved , including maximum
output of 101 W, maximum
power-added efficiency of
50% and gain of 15.5dB, are
sufficient for practical application of GaN HEMT amplifiers. In addition , the technology reduces GaN HEMT

C ross section of newly
developed GaN HEM T

... Two-dimensional
electron gas
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Fujitsu overcame these by
forming an aluminium nitride
(AIN) epitaxial layer of above
1O~m on the conductive ntype SiC substrate, followed
by depositing an epitaxial
layer of GaN HEMT developed on top of that substrate.
The firm discovered that the
parasitic capacitance is lower
when the AIN thickness goes
above 101Jm, which in turn ,
yields high gain. In addition,
by using AIN , which features
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a wider band gap than GaN,
and by optimising GaN
growth conditions on AIN ,
Fujitsu succeeded in suppressing the leakage current.

production costs to less than
one-third that of conventional
levels, thereby contributing to
the realisation of lower-cost
GaN HEMT-based amplifiers.
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Direct digital feedback amplifier heralds a ne\N era
direct digital feedback
technology from Zetex
Semiconductors, launched
at the Consumer
Electronics Show (CES)
2005 in the US last month,
promises to set a new
standard in digital amplifier
sound quality.
Named Class Z, this
proprietary technology was
demonstrated using a
digital amplifier, operating
from an unregulated
supply that achieves a

A
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THD+N figure of less than
0.005% and a damping
factor greater than 250.
The firm says that the
sound quality produced by
the switching amplifier
challenges that of the very
best linear amplifiers.
Zetex used a fast, direct
digital feedback
architecture that handles
the limitations of FET
output bridges at high
powers, is tolerant to high
levels of PSU noise and

accommodates nonlinearities in output filters.
In addition, tradeoffs
between distortion and
dissipation in the output
stage have been removed.
The technology also
accurately senses and
immediately acts on audio
signal data. This allows for
fault protection, system
diagnostics, amplifier selftest and speaker load
detection facilities to be
readily implemented into

digital amplifier systems.
Zetex's amplifier
architecture is scaleable
and it can be applied to a
broad range of amplifier
power levels. It promises
to dramatically simplify
system design and reduce
cost. The company now
plans to integrate it into a
new range of digital
amplifier products during
2005 that target the high
quality power amplifier and
AV receiver sectors.

7
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Technology

Medical device manufacturers are
planning to spend more on
electronic components during
2005, says latest research
conducted by the organisers of the
Medical Device Technology
Exhibition & Conference (MDT).
However, some 61 % of the
medical and in-vitro diagnostics
makers said they would like more
innovation in electronic
components. This will help them
develop new products for current
and new markets and improve the
quality/perfonnance of their
existing ranges. Over 81 %of
medical device manufacturers are
looking for new electronics
suppliers.

A flat, flexible wiring system for
automotive interior applications is
expected on the market soon
thanks to a recently signed
collaboration between 3M and 1&T
Innovation Technology. The
system will combine 1&T's wiring
solutions with 3M's technical
capability to offer automotive
manufacturers a weight, space
and cost-saving alternative to the
traditional round wire cables. The
current trend toward more
electronics in vehicle interiors
requires an increasing amount of
signal wiring in vehicles.

Q
The Chartered Institute of Patent
Agents (CIPA), a professional body
representing patent attorneys in
the UK, calls for changes in the
Scottish legal system. Hhas
proposed to the working group for
research into the Scottand legal
services market that interested
parties are allowed to make an
application for rights of audience
and rights to conduct litigation in
the Scottish courts, and that a
court similar to the Patents County
Court in Scotland should be
established or the Patents County
Court's jurisdiction extended to
Scotland. The changes are
expected to level the legal/playing
field' between Scotland and
England and Wales.
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Engis lapping machine aids accoustic
\Nave research in Trent
said Dr Newton.
esearchers at
Nottingham Trent
The three materials
University have purcurrently being used for
chased an Engis polishthe wafers are quartz,
ing and lapping machine
lithium niobate and
to assist their work into
lithium tantalate. The
the use of acoustic wave
wafers themselves are
devices in sensors.
polished from a starting
The current three-year
thickness of approxiresearch project, led by
mately 0.5mm to a
Eng is technology installed at Nottingham Trent
Dr Michael Newton,
finished thickness of
investigates surface acoustic
Engis lapping and polishing
between 100-150~m. In this
equipment is being used.
wave device designs using
particular application, extreme
thinned wafers. It has been
"Surface acoustic wave
flatness is not important
established that if the wafer is
devices are used extensively in
because the sensing devices
sufficiently thin , the metal interradio frequency electronics
have an area of only 1cm 2 .
digital transducers (lOT) can be
such as mobile phones, but
One of the aspects of the
fabricated on its reverse
they have additional properties,
Engis machine that was most
surface from the one used for
one of which is mass sensitiviattractive to the research
group was its very small
ty, making them potentially
sensing. It is in the creation of
footprint.
these very thin wafers that the
useful in sensor applications, "

R
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MMW frequencies - more than
just skin-deep?
ranfield University has
embarked on a study to
determine the effects of
everyday millimetric waveband
(MMW) frequencies on the
human skin.
"This research study is
important because M MW
frequencies are increasingly
being used in a large number
of applications in radar as well
as defence and civilian communications, such as 3G
mobile phones, radio antennas, car cruise control, collision avoidance radar systems
and even airport security
check-points," said Dr Clive
Alabaster of the Radar
Systems Group at Cranfield
University, who is also leading
this study.
"To date, only predictive
studies have attempted to
describe human skin at these
very high frequencies. This

C

research study is for the first
time collecting hard data in
order to assess the potential
risks associated with this
technology."
When exposed to high
frequencies , the skin bears the
brunt of radiation exposure. As
a result, it absorbs MMW
frequencies and is heated on
the surface. Using the safety
benchmark set by the National
Radiological Protection Board
(NRPB) of 10mW/cm2, Dr
Alabaster calculated the
temperature rise of skin
exposed to this level of MMW
radiation over a 30 second
period. "The initial results on a
single skin sample showed
that this exposure would cause
the surface of the skin to heat
by only 0.2°C. The body will
hardly notice this increase in
temperature and so we can
conclude that current legisla-

0 0 MMW frequencies have an
effec t on the human skin?

tion will avoid any burning
hazard, " added Dr Alabaster.
The same techniques are
now being applied in the
investigation of damage
sustained by composite
materials and structures.
"These range from novel bridge
materials through to helicopter
rotor blades and even the
materials of today's modern
sports cars," said Dr Alabaster.
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Insight

ever forget
innovation
The challenges of 3G and
new communications
technologies can only be
met with innovative thinking,
says Christian Kermarrec
s 3G cellular networks and
services roll out, everyone in
the industry should be mindful
of the role of innovation. I am
concerned that this huge
industry, which serves over a billion
customers worldwide, ships over one
million mobile phones every day, spends
over $35bn annually on semiconductors
and has spent countless billions more on
licensing spectrum, will abandon the
formula that brought us here. A formula
that valued innovation and the risk-taking
that often goes with innovation. I hope
that when faced with the new service
and content opportunities enabled by
3G, we will all reject the incremental
approaches. We must all realise that 3G
is a vast shift requiring profoundly new
approaches.
With 3G, the industry shifts from a
communications industry to a consumer
industry. The handset shifts from 'phone'
to 'multimedia device'. The competitive
landscape shifts from regional competitors to global competitors. Operators no
longer rely on simply communications
technology. They rely on convergence
technology, where communications,
computing and consumer electronics will
either collide or coalesce. These shifts are
driving the need for multi mode devices
that can roam from 2G to 3G networks
and multi band devices that work everywhere from Boston to Beijing. Content is
moving beyond voice to music, highdefinition images and video, digital TV,
multimedia messaging services and

A
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more. The underlying technology
changes in response to these market
trends, as speeds shift from low bit-rates
to broadband, tasks shift from voice
processing to multimedia applications
and the engineering effort shifts from
inflexible hardwired systems to infinitely
flexible software-centric systems.
Innovative technology simultaneously
yields lower cost, more flexibility and
faster time-to-market. All of which
profoundly impact capital and operating
expenses for operators. Examples of
ADI innovations include high IF sampling technology that enabled the SDR
(software-defined radio) vision, RF
power detection technology that is now

(high speed downlink packet access)
illustrates the need. This downlink
capability was added to the 3G standard
recently and is now a required feature in
many networks. The change has sent
many base station suppliers and operators scrambling to add HSDPA hardware. But several base station manufacturers developed their 3G systems as
software-programmable platforms. With
a 100% software baseband, these
basestations can add HSDPA easily by
changing only the software.
The advantages of an all-software 3G
digital baseband extend from the infrastructure manufacturers all the way
through to the operators. For base

" Operators no longer rely on simply communications - they rely on
convergence tecchnology, where communications} computing and
consumer electromcs will either collide or coalesce JJ
ubiquitous in base stations, because it
drastically reduces power consumption
and size, and Othello, the first commercially available direct conversion radio
for handsets.
However, 3G embodies many more
challenges. Supporting different variations of 3G, providing new services and
delivering a variety of new content types,
implies considerable flexibility in the
systems the industry deploys. So, we
face some opposing forces. We must
figure out how to deliver more services
to an ever-segmenting consumer market, while improving spectrum efficiency,
limiting new site acquisition, accelerating
time-to-market and, ultimately, accelerating time-to-profits. Incremental
enhancements to existing base stations
and handsets won't introduce the
flexibility the industry needs.
It's obvious that the 3G base stations
must be adaptable and upgradeable. The
advent of [the software upgrade] HSDPA

March 2005 . ELECTRONICS WORLD

station manufacturers, the same hardware platform can be adapted with
software to any of the 3G standards in
use in different regions of the world. This
platform can be easily upgraded as these
standards evolve and as features are
added. Similarly, operators gain the
ability to continuously upgrade services.
Successful3G handsets also demand
innovative thinking. Simply evolving the
existing chip technology in handsets to
incrementally add processing performance is not enough. The 3G industry
relies on maintaining - and extending the progress made by the 2G handsets.
We need to bring the features of 3G at the
cost, size and power levels of 2G. That's a
significantly more difficult task ... not an
incrementally more difficult one.

Christian Kermarrec is vice president of
RF and wireless systems at Analog
Devices (ADI).
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Programmable
Gene Frantz, a technical advisor at
Texas Instruments, gives a view fo r

spend over $1 OOm on designing and making their

families of devices, and this means the cost has to
be spread over a wide range of application areas.
the future of systems on a c hip
This in itself drives the use of programmability, but
more important is the number of transistors and the
By Nick Flaherty
power that they will consume. As the clock speed
increases, the power increases linearly. But as the
rogrammability - both in software and in
density increases, the power increases by a square
factor. So by increasing the clock speed in a prohardware - is vital for the future of devices
as the industry heads down to 32nm techgrammable device, rather than the area in a fixed
nologies, according to one of the leading
function device, gives power benefits. "Just the
physics [alone] tells us it will tend to
thinkers at digital signal processors (DSPs)
and analogue components supplier Texas Instruprogrammable, " said Frantz.
These issues are key when thinking on the future
ments (TI). That will start to create significant shifts in
the way chips are designed.
design of SoC. "We, as vendors, think SoC is
"By 2010 we will be at 32nm starting volume,"
moving from a noun to a verb - it's a method for
said Gene Frantz, a senior fellow at TI. He is head of
creating ICs that includes common processes for
TI's Technical Advisory Board that provides longanalogue, digital and RF, and the firmware and
term guidance on emerging technical trends which
middleware for those chips. It's now a decision
may impact
••••• •••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••• •••• ••••• •••••••••• •••••• ••••••• ••• • whether we
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TI's business
"
We, as vendors, think SoC
and products.
The march of
Moore's Law,
with the density of transistors doubling every 18
months (Table 1), brings some huge problems. By
2010 it will be possible to put hundreds of millions
of transistors on a system-on-a-chip (SoC). Many of
these will be used for increasing the amount of
memory, but many will also be used to boost the
performance of programmable engines, either with
more functions in the programmable core, more
cores operating in parallel as Intel is now doing, or
using dedicated acceleration engines to support the
programmable cores.
The cost of designing such a chip - the nonrecurring engineering (NRE) cost - is already in the
tens of millions of dollars at 90nm, and that will only
increase as the industry moves through 65nm, 45nm
and 32nm. Companies like TI and Altera already

is moving from noun to a verb. "
Gene Frantz, senior fellow, TI

bring the
analogue up
to the same
level as the
digital. To some extent, that is already happening."
That in itself is a huge change. Currently, analogue
and RF processes lag behind digital. For example,
Analog Devices (ADI) has just developed a leading
edge analogue CMOS process on 0.35mm, three
process nodes behind today's 90nm digital CMOS.
But putting these on the same chip saves large
amounts of power by avoiding the need to go offchip through the amplifiers, pins and circuit tracks,
as well as saving cost in the end system.
Similarly, TI has already developed a digital RF
process that is being used for a Bluetooth SoC for
short range wireless links that combines the baseband processing with a 2.4GHz front-end. For
wireless LAN applications, TI has combined a
programmable baseband and MACs for the

Cost can be defined as:

eno

()

eno

Financial' Manufacturing cost

()

Power dissipation' Weight

NRE· Opportunity cost
Time to market· Size
C ritical e lements to
c o nsider for designing
c hips

100% SIW ......- - - Combination - - -.. 100% HIW
(Programmable)
(Fixed function )
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802.11 a, band g standards with 2.4GHz and 5GHz
compares to $500 when the devices were first
RF front-ends on a chip.
launched in 2002. These are targeting packetswitched telecom, media gateways and other costBut, programmability means also having to provide
the software to make the systems operate and an
sensitive, high performance applications. The
increasing amount of resources are dedicated to
C6410, priced at $17.95 in volume at 400rvlHz,
gives 89MMACs (Million Multiply - ACcumulate
providing firmware and software for SoCs, says
Frantz. That includes the encoders and decoders.
operations per second) per dollar, while the C6413 ,
The current road map for devices at TI confirms
priced at $28.95 in volume, offers 69MMACS per
dollar at 500MHz.
this trend of programmable systems approaching
Any SoC is a mix of software and hardware
the costs of the fixed function devices. Jean Marc
Charpentier, DSP business development manager
(Figure 1). As the mix changes, the balance falls in
cost as more use is made of programmability. This
at TI, says the time is coming for programmable
solutions in areas that have traditionally been
changes even more when hardware configurability
dominated by fixed-function devices, particularly
is included.
set-top boxes for digital television. "This year
Being able to re-use blocks of transistors for
customers are starting to ship boxes based on our
different hardware functions cuts the number of
programmable [TMS320] DM64 [digital media
transistors in total, reducing the cost, but also
reducing the total draining
processor] in volume, " he
said. "The idea is that by
power as a lower number
Typical device capabilities
adding programmability,
of
transistors are working.
1980 1990 2000 2010
operators and manufacBut there are problems
turers can add more
facing the move to profeatures that add value for
grammable SoCs that
Technology (uM)
0.8
.01
3
0.032
Frantz highlights. The
them in the food chain ,"
main one is soft errors,
he said. "Look at what we
1,000 10,000
MHz
20
80
have done in the mobile
where the small geomephone - that's a protries and small number of
$150 $15
$5
$0.15
Price
electrons being used in
grammable device, with
an ARM processor alongthe transistors mean they
Transistors
50K
500K 5M
50M
side a DSP, and that's in
are vulnerable to strikes
volume at consumer price
by particles from incident
points. Expect us to do a
radiation. This is particusimilar thing for the set Two decades of integration
larly important in maintop box." He also points to modems, where protaining the coherency of memory blocks. "How do
we solve that as we go to the technology node?
grammable DSPs completely replaced fixedfunction devices.
One way is error correction but I don't think that's
the right answer, " said Frantz.
"We have three strands - the cost reduction
Then, there are inherent problems with the existthrough process, making the architecture more
ing Instruction Set Architectures that can slow down
efficient so that we do more with the same cycles,
and integrating new peripherals for high definition
the chips and prevent them from making full use of
lY and high-speed memories, and we are doing all
the clock speed or of parallel cores, and this will
three in parallel," said Charpentier.
have to be tackled by innovative architectures.
So, the view from TI is that there will still be a few
The TMS320DM64x family has VeiociTI.2 extencustom chips designed in 2010, but the vast majorisions to TI's VelociTI Advanced Very Long
ty will have to be programmable systems on a chip ,
Instruction Word (VLlW) TMS320C64 core.
complete with the firmware and even some of the
Effectively, it has accelerator blocks optimised for
digitallY. The family is moving onto 90nm now and
application software. This is driven both by the
then 65nm in 2005, he says.
physics of the power consumption and by the cost
That move to 90nm means TI has now dropped
of developing the chips - having a programmable
the price of its C641 0 fixed point DSP to under $20,
system is the only way they will be able to afford to
with the floating point C6413 at under $30. This
stay in business.
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power system
design
David Cooper, applications manager at Canadian firm Potentia
Semiconductor, explains how to create a fully operational, robust power
system when designing with multiple power rails in a single design

n-card power systems are rapidly
increasing in complexity. Leading
edge ICs are demanding lower and
lower voltages and multiple voltage
rails that must be applied in the correct sequence. At the same time, the current they
consume continues to increase, making the power
designer's task increasingly difficult.
Very low voltages at high currents cannot be
distributed efficiently from a single, central power
supply. Instead, distributed power systems using
point-of-Ioad (POL) power converters have become
the norm. A relatively high voltage is distributed
through the backplane or motherboard and each of
the cards in the system includes DC-DC converters
to reduce the backplane voltage to the low voltages
needed by the ICs. In this way power efficiency can
be high. The downside, however, is that each card
designer now has the task of designing a power
system for that card.
For equipment using 12V or 5V backplane voltages, the continual increases in power levels and
resulting high backplane currents are difficult to
manage. Most large systems therefore distribute a
higher voltage to reduce current and improve power
efficiency. The telecom standard of 48V has been
adopted in a wide range of applications such as
compute servers, industrial products and military
systems, often with duplicated 48V feeds to provide
redundancy for high-availability applications.
One important consequence of using a higher
backplane voltage is that each card must provide

O
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isolation between the primary side (the 48V input)
and the secondary side, both for safety and to avoid
unwanted ground current paths.

On-card power systems
Most on-card power systems are based on an
architecture that uses modular DC-DC converters
as building blocks. Very high performance DC-DC
converter modules are available from a wide range
of suppliers, both as isolated bricks and as nonisolated POLs. Figure 1 shows a typical 48V
power system using a single brick to generate a
12V intermediate bus that feeds a number of POL
converters. Using these modules dramatically
simplifies the task of designing a high
performance power system.
There is, however, a lot more to the power system
than the DC-DC converters themselves. A power
management function is necessary to tie the building blocks together into a fully operational, robust
power system.
Some of the main aspects that must be
addressed by the power management function
include the following:
> Each DC-DC converter behaves independently
and the power management function must coordinate sequencing and tracking relationships between
rails during startup and shutdown.
> All outputs must be monitored to correctly shut
down all rails in the event of a fault on any rail.
> Output voltage adjustment must be provided
where necessary, for trimming and margin testing,
ELECTRONICS WORLD. March 2005
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preferably under software control.
> And for high-performance applications there
are additional considerations:
> System software should be able to read out the
power system parameters remotely, particularly in
redundant systems.
> Primary side monitoring can significantly
improve system performance by detecting latent
faults before they cause system outages.
In a high performance power system with many
output rails, design of the power management
function becomes a complex task. This article
describes how this task can be simplified by using a
dedicated power management IC chipset from
Potentia Semiconductor. The PS-1 006 manages the
primary side power functions, while the PS-2406
manages the secondary side. An isolated data-link
from primary to secondary sides allows real-time
monitoring of primary side parameters from the
secondary side, such as input voltage, input current
and input fuse status.

Secondary side power management
A number of different secondary-side controllers
are available, offering different combinations of
features. For this design example, the Potentia
PS-2406 is used to provide full management of
four POL DC-DC converters. Management
functions of the PS-2406 include startup and
shutdown sequencing control, output voltage
monitoring, overvoltage (OV) and undervoltage
(UV) protection, and voltage margin control. Four

.• March 2005 •
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GPIO pins allow additional flexibility and a
scratchpad for user data is also supported.
The PS-2406 has an industry-standard 12C interface for communication with the card microcontroller. It also provides an isolated communication
interface to a primary side controller (referred to as
the PI-Link interface) using a proprietary protocol.
When used with the PS-1 006 primary side controller, the PS-2406 also provides an additional
shutdown function to protect against catastrophic
faults in a secondary side POL converter. If a POL
converter has an unrecoverable OV fault, the PS2406 transmits a primary shutdown signal and the
intermediate bus brick is immediately turned off by
the PS-1 006.
Note: an unrecoverable secondary side fault can
occur in any power system using non-isolated POL
DC-DC converters. This is because most POLs use
a buck topology in which the output voltage is
controlled by varying the duty cycle of an upper and
lower switching FET. If the upper FET fails shortcircuit, the output voltage becomes equal to the
input and cannot be controlled except by removing
the input voltage.

Figure 1:
Card power system

Primary side power management
In the primary side of the power system shown in
Figure 1, fuses are needed at the power input pins
to meet safety requirements. Diodes are used to
provide an OR function between the redundant
power feeds. The inrush current limiter prevents
current surges during hot swap of the card and
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Figure 2:
Configuration software

can also function as an electronic circuit breaker
to provide over-current protection . Primary side
monitoring functions include measurement of
input voltage and input current, detection of
overvoltage, undervoltage or overcurrent
conditions, card seating detection, fuse failure
detection and inrush limiter status. As indicated in
Figure 1, the monitoring and control function must

.....---'----.

also provide isolation, to allow reporting of
primary side status information through the
secondary side interface.

Secondary side design
By using the PS-2406 secondary side digital
controller, very little additional circuitry is required.
Figure 3 shows how the PS-2406 connects to the
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POL converters to provide secondary side power
management.
All power system design parameters such as
sequencing, interlock voltage thresholds, OVand
UV protection, time delays and GPIO pin functions are set by internal memory registers in the
device. These parameters are established
through configuration software that provides an
intuitive graphical interface. Figure 2 shows
sample screens of the configuration software for
the PS-2406, known as PowerCenter Designer.
Once all design parameters have been selected,
they are simply downloaded into the PS-2406
memory using a programming cable. To further
simplify the design, all parameters are initially set
as default values in PowerCenter Designer. These
defaults are suitable for many applications and
are easily altered.
PowerCenter Designer also generates output files
suitable for production programming, which can be
done via JTAG or 12C after board assembly.
Alternatively, the PS-2406 can be pre-programmed
before assembly, if required.
In addition, the PS-2406 controls startup and
shutdown sequencing, using voltage interlocking to
guarantee the correct sequence under all conditions. The required power configuration and startup
sequence is entered graphically as shown in Figure
2. All interlock thresholds and time delays are
programmable through PowerCenter Designer to
suit the application.

Output voltage monitoring
The PS-2406 measures the intermediate bus and
each output voltage using an internal 10-bit
analogue-to-digital converter (ADC), with voltage
divider resistors as shown in Figure 3. Suitable
resistor values are recommended by PowerCenter
Designer, according to the output rail voltage, to
give approximately 1V at the sense input pin. For
example, the suggested divider resistors for the
2.5V rail are 20kQ and 35.2kQ. If an output OV or
UV condition is detected, a controlled shutdown is
initiated. Output OV and UV parameters are
programmable through PowerCenter Designer.

Output voltage margin control
The PS-2406 controls the output voltage of each
POL converter by driving the trim pin from an
internal digital-to-analogue converter (DAC), via a
trim resistor. The DAC voltage setting can be
stored internally, or can be set in real time through
the 12C interface.

Primary side design
The PS-1 006 is designed to operate in
conjunction with the PS-2406 to extend the power
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·48V
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management function to include the primary side.
Because of the high voltages and isolation
requirements, the PS-1 006 uses mainly analogue
inputs and operating parameters are set by
external resistor values.
Figure 4 shows how the PS-1 006 is connected to
measure input voltage, detect primary side OV and
UV conditions and monitor the input fuses. Figure 5
shows how the PS-1 006 connects to the intermediate bus brick and how it controls inrush current. It
also shows the communication link to the secondary side controller, in this example the Potentia
PS-2406.
The PS-1 006 controls the intermediate bus brick
via its enable pin. When the input voltage is below
the UV shutdown threshold the enable pin is turned
off. When the input voltage rises above the UV
recovery threshold the enable pin is turned on.
Hysteresis is included to ensure definitive on-off
control.

Figure 4:
Primary side vo~age
and fuse monitor

Inrush current limiting
The PS-1 006 provides inrush current limiting for
hot-swap applications, to control the surge
current into the input capacitors at the moment of
plug-in. The inrush limit MOSFET (01 in Figure 5)
is slowly turned on by the PS-1 006, via the
transistor 02. When the input current rises to the
current limit point set by R18, R12 and R15, the
drive to 02 is reduced to prevent the input current
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Input undervoltage shutdown and recovery

of the EMI filter and there can be a significant
voltage drop across the filter under transient
conditions. The UV pin is also compared to a
slightly higher internal reference of 1.31 V. This
comparator is used to detect a brownout
condition, as a warning that the input voltage is
low before the brick shutdown occurs.
R3 and R9 are chosen to give 1.25V at the UV pin
at the desired UV shutdown threshold. For example,
if R9=1 0.5kQ and R3=301 kQ, the UV shutdown
threshold is 1.25 x 311.5/10.5 = 37.08V. Also the
value of R3 is chosen to give the required hysteresis
between UV shutdown and recovery. Since the
hysteresis current is 101-lA, the value of 301 kQ
results in a hysteresis of 3V and the power system
will restart at an input voltage of 40.08V. Again,
remember that the voltage at the card input will be
approximately 1.5V higher because of the drop in
the two ~Ring diodes and the input fuses.

Voltage divider resistors R3 and R9 connect to the
UV pin of the PS-1 006. The voltage at the UV pin
is compared to an internal 1 .25V reference to
provide undervoltage (UV) detection. An internal
1OI-lA current source is switched in when UV is
detected, to provide hysteresis. If a UV condition
is detected, the intermediate bus brick is shut
down via an optocoupler. The optocoupler is
necessary because the brick is on the other side

The PS-1 006 has two pins for monitoring the input
fuses . Pin FUSEH monitors the high-side fuses (in
the battery return input) via resistor network R25,
R26 and R27. The voltage at pin FUSEH is
compared against the voltage at pin VBATI and if
it is lower than 57% of VBATI a fuse failure is
detected. Pin FUSEL monitors the low-side fuses

exceeding the limit value. A time-out and retry
capability is included to limit power dissipation in
the MOSFET under overload conditions.

Input voltage monitoring
The PS-1 006 measures input voltage using an
internal 1O-bit ADC at the VBATI pin, through the
voltage divider R4 and R1 O. The voltage at the
VBATI pin is compared to an internal2.38V reference to provide overvoltage detection.
R4 and R10 are chosen to give 2.38V at VBATI at
the desired OV threshold. For example, if R1 0 =
9.42kQ and R4 = 301 kQ, the OV threshold is 2.38 x
310.42/9.42 = 78.42V.
Don't forget that the voltage at the card input will
be approximately 1.5V higher because of the drop
in the ~Ring diodes and the input fuses.

Input fuse monitoring
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Table 1: Recommended fuse monitor resistors
Resistor
Recommended value

------------------------------,

PS-1000

PS2

Figure 6: Communication
link comfX)nents

R24

R1

TX,.,H

100kQ
100kQ
301kQ
301kQ
9.09kQ
3.32kQ
301kQ
301kQ

R2
R6
R7

R8
R25
R26
R27

(pin 12)

I

I

:
I

i

sense amplifier in the PS-1 006. R12 and R15 set
the gain of the amplifier and should be chosen so
that the output of the current sense amplifier is
approximately 2V at full load current. For example,
for a 200W card the maximum card current is 5A
at 40V. If a value of 20mQ is used for R18, the
current sense voltage is 1OOmV at 5A. In this case,
choose R15 = 47.5kQ and R12 = 2.49kQ to give
an amplifier gain of x20. The voltage at the
SENSEJN pin is compared to an internal 2.38V
reference to provide overcurrent (OC) detection.
With the component values discussed in the
example above, overcurrent is detected at 5.95A.
The PS-1 006 can provide an electronic circuit
breaker function, if required. If it detects an OC

Input current monitoring
Primary current is measured by current sense
resistor R18 (refer to Figure 5), using a current

48V

Network

~------------.-------------.----.

(in the -48V feeds) via resistor network R1, R2, R6,
R7 and R8. The voltage at pin FUSEL is compared
against the voltage at pin VBATI and if it is higher
than 57% of VBATI a fuse failure is detected.
Resistor values must be chosen to guarantee that
the circuit correctly detects a fuse failure even when
the voltage at the two feeds is not equal. Using the
resistor values recommended in Table 1, the circuit
will correctly detect fuse failures even if one feed is
at 36V and the other feed is at 75V, an extreme
worst case condition.
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condition, it turns off the MOSFET used for inrush
current limiting. A time delay is included to prevent
nuisance tripping.

overvoltage Input brownout Input overcurrent.
All this information is available through the
secondary side 12C interface on the PS-2406 .

Communication link to secondary
The isolated communication link uses a small
transformer together with three capacitors and
one resistor, as shown in Figure 6. The
recommended transformer is type ESMIT 4153A
from Sumida, or equivalent. This transformer has
a 2:1 winding ratio and must be connected as
shown in Figure 6.
Capacitors C5 and C6 (100nF) provide isolation
to fully meet safety requirements of IEC60950.
Capacitor C8 (1 ~F) provides DC blocking and
resistor R24 (1 kQ) acts as a high frequency filter in
conjunction with the input pad input capacitance
of the PS-2406.
The transformer itself meets the isolation requirements (creepage and clearance) for basic insulation according to IEC60950, for input voltages up
to 60V nominal (75V DC maximum , 100V transient). To ensure that the complete card meets
these requirements, the intermediate bus brick and
any optocouplers used for isolation must meet the
same requirements. The PCB must maintain
adequate spacing between primary and secondary. This is best achieved by using an isolation
barrier in the PCB that is 'free of copper on all
layers. The isolation barrier should be a minimum
of 0.062 inches, or preferably 0.1 inches.
The main information transmitted over the PILink interface includes the following:
ADC voltage measurements (real-time): Input
voltage (1 O-bit value) Input current (8-bit value)
Status information bits: Fuse fault
Input

Summary
Figure 7 shows the same power system as Figure
1 , but with all power management functions
provided by the PS-1 006 and PS-2406. Both
primary and secondary power system parameters
and control functions are accessible through the
single 12C interface.
Using the approach described in this article,
card power system design is considerably simplified and the necessary power management
functions are easily implemented. Comprehensive
power system monitoring allows system designers
to offer higher availability performance, including
the ability to detect latent faults before they cause
system outages.
Datasheets and applications information for the
PS-1006 and PS-2406 are available from Potentia
Semiconductor, at www.potentiasemi.com.

For further information and reader enquiries:

Ian McGill,
Potentia Semiconductor,
200-4043 Carling Avenue,
Ottawa, ON K2K 2A4, Canada

Imcgill@potentiasemi.com
www.potentiasemi.com
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Encryption

I

Mark Chimley, senior developer at encryption specialist Argelcom,
discloses the secrets behind the encryption code of securing emails
OSt of us are aware that cryptography
is used to protect the sensitive data
that pervades our daily lives: bank
transactions, mobile phone conversations and purchases over the Internet.
All of these are protected using appropriately
secure and unobtrusive encryption systems. There
is, however, one widely applied communications
medium that is invariably used with no encryption
whatsoever - electronic mail.
So why has email seemingly slipped through the
security net? One important reason is that an email
message comprises a single, one-way transaction.
The email message can easily be encrypted with a
strong symmetric algorithm, such as AES

M
Figure1: Public-Key Infrastructure (PKI) setup and
encryption

(Advanced Encryption Standard) for example, but
the uni-directional nature of email leaves the
problem of exchanging the symmetric key. In
contrast, Internet shopping over a secure Web
page, for example, involves multiple 'handshaking'
transactions between client and server computers.
For an SSL -secured Web page, key exchange (or
'key agreement') is achieved using Public-Key
Cryptography (PKC) during the handshaking stage
and results in a mutual session key to encrypt the
secure content with.
There are solutions to the email security problem,
but until recently these have all relied on some form
of Public-Key Infrastructure (PKI). If sender@somewhere.com wishes to send an encrypted message
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to recipient@overhere.org, the recipient must first
generate a public/private key-pair using agreed
system parameters. The recipient's public key must
then be sent to the sender so that they can encrypt
the email with it (or, more accurately, encrypt the
encrypted email's symmetric key). This achieves the
desired encryption but the sender has no way of
knowing that the recipient's public key really
belongs to them. All such systems therefore require
the recipient to authenticate themselves (usually
through a trusted third-party), adding to the complexity of the system (Figure 1).
There is now an alternative to the PKI model.
Identity-Based Encryption (IBE) allows the sender of
a message (email or any other data) to encrypt it
using no information about the recipient other than
their identity. The identity can be an email address,
a passport number, or any other piece of information unique to the recipient. For email encryption,
the natural choice of identity is a recipient's email
address and this is all that the sender needs. At the
time of sending, the recipient does not even need to
know that IBE exists, let alone set up keys; only
when they wish to decrypt the message must they
obtain (or have previously obtained) the private key
for their email address.
Authentication is a crucial part of an IBE system. It
is necessary for a user to prove to the Trust
Authority (TA) managing the system that they own
their identity. The central role of the TA also means
that key-escrow (the ability of a central authority to
obtain the keys of its users) is inherent in an IBE
system. Whilst libertarians may baulk at this feature,
key-escrow is becoming increasingly important as
governments attempt to legislate the use of cryptography (Figure 2).

IBE history
Adi Shamir first proposed the idea of identitybased encryption in 1984. IBE requires some
public and private system parameters and some
method of obtaining a private key for an identity
so that a message encrypted using the identity,
can only be decrypted using the corresponding
private key. No practical system was published
until 2000 when Sakai, Ogishi and Kasahara
presented a paper on Identity-based NonInteractive Key Sharing (IO-NIKS) at Chuo
University, Japan.
The following year, Clifford Cocks of CESG
published details of an IBE scheme, based on
Quadratic Residuosity (QR) - a branch of abstract
algebra concerning numbers that are perfect
squares in an integral ring. Dan Boneh and Matt
Franklin published details of an elliptic curve based
scheme using pairings in a similar manner to the 10NIKS proposal. The QR method suffers from the
need to compute a quadratic residue for each bit of
the key, leading to a relatively high computational
overhead. Consequently, the IBE systems in use
today are variations on the Elliptic Curve (EC}-based
schemes described in the Sakai-Ogishi-Kasahara
and Boneh-Franklin papers.

Internal workings
The underlying mathematics of IBE is fairly
complex and rarely seen outside mathematical
papers. Here, however, is a description of the
mathematical workings of a general EC-IBE
system in more accessible terms.
Intuitively, a 'curve' is a connected set of points in
two dimensions (think of a contour line on a map). A
more precise definition is that of a set of points

Figure 2: Identity-Based
Encryption (IBE) setup
and process
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Figure 3: A visual
descriptio n of the
m athem atical workings
o f ageneral
EC -IBE system

satisfying an equation in two variables, such as
x2+2xy2+4=O. The 'degree' of the (polynomial) term
on the left-hand side is the highest (combined)
power of its component terms. So, in this example,
the polynomial ).2 +2xy2+4 has degree 3, given by the
term xy2. Curves of degree 3 are known as 'cubic'
curves. If you imagine the line of a general curve
drawn on a piece of paper, it is possible for the line
to cross itself (e.g. the figure '8'). Any curve that
does this is not 'smooth' at the crossing point.
(Crossing points are also known as 'singularities'
but this word has been avoided to prevent confusion with a later term.) A simple definition of an
elliptic curve is that it is a curve of degree 3 without
any crossing points, i.e. it is a 'smooth cubic curve '
(Figure 3).
When thinking of a curve on a sheet of paper with
an x-axis and y-axis, the set of points through which
the curve passes lie within the real numbers - all
whole numbers, fractions and decimals. Within the
set of real numbers you can add , subtract, multiply
and divide and still get a real number; not something you can do with integers. This is because the
real numbers are an example of a 'field' . EC-IBE
requires its elliptic curves to be defined over 'finite
fields'. Operations between elements of a finite field
are similar to the way a 12-hour clock operates:
when you add three hours to 11 o'clock, you get 2
o'clock. Crucially, however, it is not possible to
divide all of the numbers in a 12-hour clock (there is
no multiplicative inverse of 9, for instance) but in a
finite field every non-zero element has a multiplicative inverse.
A finite field , by definition, contains a finite number
of elements and this number is known as the 'order'
of the field. There is a unique finite field for every
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power of a prime number (e.g. 3, 23 2 , 97 13) and the
order of these fields is the corresponding prime
power. If an elliptic curve is defined over a finite
field , instead of the real numbers, it has only a finite
number of points (each with coordinates in the finite
field) and this number is known as the 'order' of the
curve.
To be suitable for use in IBE, elliptic curves must
satisfy a set of conditions. In particular, the order of
the curve must be divisible by a large prime number
and another value, known as the 'security parameter' of the curve (a relationship between the order of
the curve and the order of its underlying field) must
be small but greater than 1. This condition usually
results in 'supersingular' curves being chosen, for
these all have sufficiently small security parameters.
The restriction ensures that there is a suitable
mapping, known as a 'pairing ', between pairs of
points on the curve and elements within another
(larger) finite field . Just think geometrically of two
points on the elliptic curve shown being related to a
particular number.
Both ID-NIKS and Boneh-Franklin's example IBE
schemes used a modified version of a relationship
called the 'Weil pairing ', but most systems now use
a modified 'Tate pairing' since it is more efficient.
Now here's the important bit, which unfortunately
requires a bit of mathematical symbolism: Having
established all the right conditions, our pairing,
denoted t, has the crucial property of being 'bilinear'
which means that t('AP, !--to) = t(P ,O)"!1. Here P and 0
are points on the curve and 'Aand !--t are elements of
the finite field. The results of the pairings,
t('AP, ~tO) and t(P,O)"~l are elements of the larger
finite field.
In IBE, as with many other systems, the encryption of plain-text is actually performed using a
'standard ' symmetric algorithm such as AES. The
IBE-specific part of the system is the method used
to send the encryption key to the recipient: Let G be
a chosen point on our elliptic curve. The curve's ECpair is (d,Q) where Q=dG and d is a secret and held
by the TA. Here, all upper case letters are points on
the curve and lower case letters are elements in our
field . An identity (ID)-pair for an identity f is (5,1)
where S=d/. S is generated by the TA and given to
the holder of the identity f.
A sender encrypts a plain-text message using a
key derived using the pairing f =t(f,QY where f is the
recipient's identity, Q is the public system parameter, and r is a random value. The sender sends the
encrypted message together with the value U=rG.
The recipient with identity f can formjfrom U and 5
using the properties of the pairing:
t(S,U) = t(d/,rG) = t(/,dGy = t(/,OY = f
and can then decrypt the message. In practice ,
IBE systems involve more steps than this (to
ELECTRONICS WORLD. March 2005
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IBE Software & TA Identity

Registration details & one-time key,
encrypted using IBE

User's PC

Registration details & IBE private
key, encrypted using one-time key
Trust Authority

provide authentication and enhance security) but
the principle is the same.

Figure 4 (above) :
Downloading of the IBE
tools of the Internet is
made simple

An IBE solution for email
IBE 's cryptographic properties mean it is
particularly suited to securing electronic mail. It
requires no pre-requisite information or
configuration on behalf of the receiver. The sender
requires only the destination email address and so
the one-way transmission of email is not a
problem. Also , despite the complexity of the
underlying mathematics, at the application level,
an IBE system is simple to use and set up. IBE
also makes it very easy for an organisation to
send a secure message to multiple recipients.
With a PKI system , the organisation (e.g . a
government or bank) would have to obtain the
public key for each recipient first, but with IBE the
message can just be encrypted using the
recipients' identities.
One of the first companies to develop a complete
IBE email solution is Argelcom Ltd . Argelcom's IBE
software suite comprises a set of IBE tools that
perform the core IBE operations, together with plugins for common email cl ients.
The IBE suite can be downloaded from the
Internet (Figure 4) and is signed to ensure its
integrity. When installed on a client PC, the software
contacts the host TA to perform a one-time registration of the user, allowing the IBE suite to securely
receive secret keys for the user's identity. The
registration process itself utilises IBE to securely
transmit registration details to the server using the
server's identity. Transmissions from the server to
the client are then encrypted using a one-time
registration key.
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Once registered , the IBE tools can be used on
their own , to encrypt email using any Windowsbased email client or can be integrated with specific
clients via plug-in software modules. The universal
operation is provided by a Windows service with a
system-tray icon (Figure 5).
Encrypted messages are Base-64 encoded so
that they can be sent as ordinary email text. Tags
identify the cipher-text and a URL is included in
the message so that users who have not yet
downloaded the tools know where to get the
software. Once they have installed the software,
recipients can decrypt the message in the email
client's window using the system-tray icon's
'Decrypt' option .
When an email client's plug-in is installed , the IBE
operations are even simpler, amounting to a single
click of a toolbar button . The plug-in can also be
configured so that all messages are encrypted and
signed by default - a useful feature for a corporate
installation.
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Sign-off
Email security is not simply a matter of protecting
a message's contents from a third party; it is often
important to ensure the integrity and
authentication of a communication. IBE can
provide these assurances too by adding a digital
signature to the message. In order to digitally sign
a message, a user must have obtained the private
key for their identity. Any recipient is then able to
verify that tile sender holds the secret key for the
identity, as they must have authenticated
themselves to the TA. The universal IBE tools and
the email client plug-ins all provide signing and
verification operations in addition to encryption
and decryption.

Important reading:
The following mathematical papers record crucial events
in the development of the IBE,
1, A paper "Crypt Schemes based on Weil Pairing" was
subsequently submitted to Asia Crypt 2000
2, "An Identity Based Encryption Scheme Based on
Quadratic Residues", Proceedings of the 8th IMA
Intemational Conference Cirencester, 2001 ,
3, "Identrty based encryption from the Weil pairing", SIAM J,
of Computing, Vol. 32, No, 3,

Have you ideas for a kernel?
IBE is a new technology and whilst it is ideally suited to securing email messages.itis likely to prove
useful in other areas too. At the heart of Argelcom's IBE Tools is a general-purpose IBE kernel, The
Argelcom team, which includes Professor Nigel Smart - a renowned expert in elliptic-curve cryptography, would be very interested to hear from anyone with ideas for alternative uses of the keme!. See
the company's website: http://www.argelcom.com/ for details or to contact them by
email info@argelcom.com

PLEASE ENSURE YOU TELEPHONE TO CHECK AVAILABILITY
OF EQUIPMENT BEFORE ORDERING OR CALLING
MISCELLANEOUS CLEARANCE STOCK
OSCILLOSCOPES
Tek1ronix 465B Dual Trace 100MHZ Delay lilled inlo 19' rack
Irame. .
£125
HP 1740A Dual Trace 100MHZ delay (no lock)
.. ......... £40
HP 1740A Dual Trace 100MHZ Delay
........ .. ... ........... £60
HP 1741 Dual Trace 100MHZ Analogue Siorage... ............... £60
HP 1744A Dual Trace 100MHZ Analogue Siorage.
£60
Philips PM3264 4 Ch. 100MHL........ .
£125
Gould DS3000A Dual Trace 40 MHZ.
.. .. .. £40
Trio CS1040 Dual Trace 40MHZ..
...£50
Goldslar DS9020P Dual Trace 20MHZ
....... . .... .. .. ......... £50
Iwalsu SS5702 Dual Trace 20MHZ
............ .. .£40
Kikusui CDS5020 Dual Trace 20MHZ
.£40
POWER SUPPLIES
Farnell L30BT 0-30V O-IA Twice ...
£40
Farnell L30AT 0-50V 0-500MA Twice
.. .. £30
Farnell LT30-1 0-30V O-IA Twice Scruffy
.... .£40
Farnell L30-2 0-30V 0-2A Scrulfy ...
£30
Farnell L30-1 0-30V O-IA Scrulfy ...
. ........ £20
Farnell L30B 0-30V 0-lA ...
.£25
Farnell L30AT 0-50V 0-500MA .. .
£20
Farnell CI 0-50V 0-lA - 2 Meiers..
£30
Farnell TOPSl 5V lA t/-15V 200MA
......... . . . ... ... £35
Coulanl LB500.2 0-30V 0-5A - 2 Meiers
.£45
Coulanl LA200.2 0-3V 0-2A - 2 Meiers
£35
Coulanl LoT200 0-15V 0-2A - Twice
£30
Coulanl LoT100 0-30V 0-lA Twice. ...
..£40
Coulanl LOT50/50 0-50V 0-500MA .
£30
Weir 761 0-30V 2A or O-ISV 4A
...... ........ £30
Weir 762 0-30V 2A or 0-15V 4A...
. ...... £30
Weir 4310 0-30V lA - 5V 4A ...
...... £20
Weir 400 O-OV 0.3A - 10V lA..
... £20
Weir 460 0-60V 0.3A - 20V IA..
£20
HP 6266B 0-40V 0-5A 2 Meters
£60
HP 6256B 0-lOV 0-20A 2 Melers.
.._ .. £95
HP6111AO-20VO-IA ......................
. £30
HP 6235A t6V IA t /- 19V 200MA ...
£25
Kingshill 36V2C 0-36C 0-2A . .
. .£30
Marconi TF2158 0-30V 0-2A Twice ..
£30
Lambda 422FM 0-40V O-IA Twice 4 Meters ...
. . £50
Lambda LK345A FM 0-60V 0-10A 2 Meters
£75
Syslron Donner SHR40-2vO-40V 0-2A - 2 Meters . .. ........... £25
Sorenson SRL60-4 0-60V 0-4A...
.. .......... £60
Grenson BPU4 t5V 2.5A & t/- lSV 0.5A .............. ............... .. £25
RS 8t3-991 2 x 5v 2.5A or 2 x 12V 1.5A or 2 x 5V IA ........ .. .£40
RS 208-197 Line Voltage Conditioner - Outpul240V O.55A .. £40
Power Conversion PLC1000 Line Conditioner 1000VA ...
.. £50
Harlyn Automation IPPSS200 System Power Supply ..
£60
Powerline LAB807 0-300V AC 0.75A. . ... ................ , , £40
Power Supply Model 12030 0-20V 0-30Amps - On Wheel s ... £95
Harmer Simmons 50/25/ 110 Input 240V lOA Output 50V 25A

Ce~iio;,i~·MioOReQ~~~ii.i~p~i240ij25iivA.ii~ip~ti40V
lOOOVA ..

• • . .•

•
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.£100
__ .... £50

Dranetz 606 Line Distribution Analyser
£35
Wayne Kerr B601 Radio Frequency Bridge
............ £25
Feedback HA607 Transler Function Analyser...
£25
Wavetek 52 Data Multlmeler ............. .
.£60
Gould SG200 RF Signal Generator.. .
£20
Chatillon Force Meter .. .
£15
Alfred El 05 Variable Allenuator4-8Ghz . _
......... .£20
Cammetric 6 Decade Resislance Box...
£15
Sullivan C8710 Precision 5 Decade CapaCitor Box.
£20
Marconi 6033/3 Waveguide .....
£20
Marconi 2169 Pulse Modulator ...... .... ....... .
£20
Marconi 2430A Frequency Meter 80Mhz ..
.. ... £30
MarCOni 6950 RF Power Meter - No head
........... £35
Marconi 6960 RF Power Meter - No head Digital ................ £50
HP X382A Variable Menualor Waveguide ..
.. .. £20
HP 5316A Counter
£50
HP 8750A Storage NormalIZer ,
£60
HP 907 A Co-a xial Sliding Load
£20
Programma TM2 Timer.
£20
Racal 9009 Modulation Meter
£40
Racal 9009A Modulation Meter
£50
Texcan SA50 102dB in ldB steps ..
£15
Bird Allenualor etc in box 30dB ................ .. ..... .......
£15
Bird 8341-200 Coaxial Anenuator 20dB 40W 500hm
£25
Bird ................ ........................................
. .61
Watt meier 6 & 30W 500hm 30-50Mhz.. .............. .
. £40
Telonic DF95-5-5EE Tunable Band Pass Filter .. .
£20
Telonic 190-3EE Tunable Bank Reiect Filter 125-250.. .
£15
Telonic 95-3EE Tunable Band Relecl Filler 60-126
.. .... £15
Helper Inst CML 1 Sinadder .....
. .. £30
Helper Inst SI03 Sinadde r 3 .
.. ......... £30
SXPIOO Parallel to Serial Convertor
.............. £10
Micromaster LV ...
.. ..... £40
Dataman S3 Programmer .
. .£50
RS 424- t03 Logic Pulser
.. £5
Global SO I ShortsQueek .
. £20
RS 180-7127 Conductivify Meter
£35
Eagle DC30 Probe 30Ku DC . .
£5
AVO t OOAMP Shunt lor AVO 8 ..
£5
Southern Callornia BTXRM-S-I 0 2000 .0MHZ
£50
Motorola R2001 0 Communication System Analyser
£250
Weston 1149 Standard Cell 1.01859 ABS VoilS at 20C
£10
Muirhead A-6-B Resistance Box ...... ..... ""............
£10
Racal9917A UHF Frequency MeIer tOHZ-560MHZ
£45
Racal9917 UHF Frequency Meter lOHZ-560MHZ
£40
Racal9915M UHF Frequency Meter 10HZ-520MHZ
.. £30
Racal 9901 Universal Counler Timer DC -50MHZ
..... £15
Racal 9900 Universal Counter Timer 30MHZ DC·30MHZ ..... £ 15
Wavetek t 36 VCGlVCA Generator
............. .£20
HP 435A Power MeIer - No lead no head
.................. £15
HP 8015A Pulse Generator .
. .£30
HP 403B AC Vollmeter. .
.. £15
Di-Log PR415 Phase Rolallon Indicator
£10
Maywood D2000 Digilal tndicalor
.£10

STEWART OF READING

I VISA I

17A KING STREET, MORTIMER, NR. READING RG7 3RS
Telephone: 0118 9331111 Fax: 0118 9332375
www,stewart-of-reading.co,uk
Open 9am-5pm Monday to Friday (other times by arrangement)

HP 37204 HPIB Extender
£10
Hatfield 2115 Anenuator 750hm 100dB
£to
Hatfield 2115R Attenuator 750hm 100dB...
.£10
Hatfield 2118R Attenuator 7500hm 10dB
... £10
Hatfield 2135 Anenuator 6000hm tOOdB..
£20
Teklroni x 1t03 Tekprobe Power Supply
£10
Systron Donner 6243A Frequency Counter 20HZ-1250MHZ £35
Levell TG301 Function Generator lMHZ Slne/Sq/Tri
.. £30
Solartron 7045 Digital Multimeter.. .
£30
HP 8404A Levelling Amplifier ... _...................................... £15
HP 3455A Digital Voltmeter ...... ................... .. .......................£50
Feedback FM610 D,gilal Frequency Meter. .. .
£25
Farnell TM8 True RMS RF MillivoHmeter
...... £40
Thurlby 1503 Digllal Mulilmeter ...
£15
Sullivan 6666 Milliohmmeter
......... .. .. .. £15
K&L Tunable Bank Reiect Filler..
£15
Barr & Stroud EF4-01 Bank Pass Filter 1HZ-100KHZ.
£15
Barr & Stroud EF4 -02 LP/HP Filter 1HZ-100KHZ
£15
Fluke 881 OA Digital Multimeter..
£30
Fluke 8502A Digllal Multimeter.............................
.. ....... £25
Electronic Visual EV4040 TV Wavelorm Monitor
£20
Tracer Northern TNI750 ...
. ......... £30
RS 555-279 UV Exposure Unit
£10
Microdyne Corp Rec eiver
£60
Varian V2L-6941 FI Travelling Wave Tube Amplifier..
.£50
Moore Read SFC500/1 AUXR Slatic Frequency Convertor 120
Volls 400 Hz..
... £50
Drager 21131 Multi Gas Detector
...................... £ t 0
Philips PM8237B Multipoint Data Recorder. ......................... .£20
Endeuco 4417 Signal Conditioner X 2
£10
Pulsetek 132 DC Currenl Calibrator
.. ............... £30
PM1038-D14 Display with 1038-Nl0 Networl< Analyser. No
Heads ................................ ,........... ... ..........
£50
Megger MJ4MK2 Wind Up 1000V MOhm
.. £30
Metrohm 250V Pal Te ster ......
. £15
Sullivan ACI012 4 Decade Re sistance Box 0.05%...
£10
Brandenburgh 020 Sialic FreQ Convertor 110/240V Input
50/60HZ Oulput 115V 400HZ 20VA. .
£40
Narda 706Allenuator ...
.. ............ £10
Analogue ASSOCiates X800 Audio Amplifier 800wall (400w per
Channel no DC Protection) ....
£60
W&G PCG2 PCM Channel Generator
£30
Sivers Lab 12400 - 18000 MHz...
.£10
Sivers Lab 5212 2500 - 4000MHZtC264
.. .. .£10
Cropico VS I 0 DC Standard 10V
.......... £30
Dawe 1405D Sound Level Meter.
........... £15
Cambridge 44228 Potentiometer in Wooden Case .................. £30
Weircli"e Model 6 Bulk Eraser ,.. .. .............................. £10
Casella T8620 Heat Stress Monitor
............ £20
Casella Drum Recorder
.... ..... .£20
Negretti 0-55C arum Recorder .....
£20
Negrelli 125 Senes Drum Recorder
£20
Sato Keiryoki NS307 Hydrolhermograph Dual Channel-15c to
t40c ............... ................... ,........ " ..,.... ..... .... ........................... £30
OK Industries CECCOO-015 Surtace Resi stivity/Resistance to
Ground Meter - No Probe .. ,
£10

Meggar 1000V X2 Wind Up ..
...... £10
Edgcumbe 30A Clamp Meier Analogue.
,£10
Linstead Gl000 Generator 10MHZ Sine/Sg/CMOSmL
, £20
Circuitmate FG2 Function Generator 1HZ-2MHz...
,£30
Klippon UT2 Combi Check
,... ,£10
AVO 1200R Clamp meter 0-600V 0-1200A Analogue
,.......£10
AVO DI691nsitu TranSistor Tester ....
. .. £10
Thurlby Thandar TG 102 Func. Generator 2MHZ
.. £25
Farnell PA 122 Programmable Allenuator 500MHZ
. £t5
Farnell ESG 1 Oscillator 1MHz..
£15
TeleQuipment CT71 Curve Tracer (Broken Knob) ...
, ,£20
HP 5004A Signature Analyser ...
.,. £20

SPECIAL OFFERS
Oscilloscopes
LECROY 9400A Oual Trace 175MHZ 5G/S ..
. ... . ... .£500
LECROY 9400 Dual Trace 125MHZ ...
£400
TEKTRONIX 468 Oual Trace 100M HZ Digilal Siorage
.... £300
TEKTRONIX 475 Oual Trace 200M HZ Delay Sweep
..... £250
TEKTRONIX 465B Dual Trace 100MHZ Delay Sweep
... £250
TEKTRONIX 465 Dual Trace 100MHZ Delay Sweep
£t75
PHILLIPS PM3217 Dual Trace 50MHZ Delay Sweep ..
£150
THURLBY PL3200MD 0-30V O-ZA Twice Digital PSU
£160
H.P. 66312A 0-20V O-ZA Communications PSU
£200
H.P. 6623A 3 Out puIS PSU O-lV 0-SA or 0-20V 0-2A ..
.£425
0-20V 0-ZA or 0-50V O-O.SA
0-7V O-IOA or 0-20V 0-4A
H.P. 6626A Precision High Resolution PSU 4 Oulputs
£500
0-7V 0-15MA or 0-50V 0-0.5A Twice
0- t6V O-O.ZA or 0-50V O-ZA Twice
CIRRUS CRL254 Sound Level Meter with Calibrator 80-120db LED .. .£95
WAYNE KERR B424 Componenl BrKlge .
£50
RACAL 9300 True RMS Voltmeter 5HZ-20M HZ usable to 60MHZ IOV316V
......................... . .. £50
RACAL 9300B True RMS Voltmeter 5HZ-20MHZ usable 10 60MHZ
IOV-316V ....
.£75
AVO DAI16 Digital A,ometer with Balteryand Leads
.£20
FARNELL LFM4 Sine/SQ Oscillalor 10HZ-I MHZ low distortion DL Output
Amplitude Meter. ........ .. .. .... .. .... ... ................................................ £75
FARNELL J3B Sine/sq Oscillator 10HZ-100KHZ Low Oistortion ... . £60
HEME 1000 LCD Clamp Meter O-IOOOA in Carrying Case ............... £35
FLUKE 77 Mulitmeter 3 112 DlQlt handheld with Baltery & Leads.... .£45
KENWOOD VT1762 Channel Mullivoltmeter... .
. .. ..... £50
KENWOOD FLt40 WOW & Flulter Meier ..................... _................... .£50
KENWOOD FLt80A WOW &flulter Meter ......... ................. £75
KENWOOD FLt80A WOW & flulter Meter Unused .................. £125
MARCONI 6960B Power Meter wilh 6920 Head 10MHZ - 20GHZ . £450
SDLARTRDN 7150 DMM 6 ti2digit True RMS.IEEE.. .. .... ... . . £75
SOLARTRON 7150 Plus As 7t50 t Temperature Measuremenl. .. £100
IEEECables ........ ,.......... ................. .............................................. ..... .. £5
HP 33tZA Function Gen O.t HZ-13MHZ AMlFM Sweep/SQlTrUBurst etc
......... £200
HP 3310A Function Gen 0.005HZ-5MZ SinelSQlTrilRamp/Pulse .... £80
RACAL 9008 Automallc Modulation Meter 1.5MHZ-2GHZ
.. £60
ISOLATING Translormer Input 250V Output 500VA Unused.
£30
RACAL 1792 Reciever .. ..... ..................................... £525

USED EQUIPMENT - GUARANTEED. Manuals supplied.
This is a VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK. SAE or telephone for lists. Please check availability before
ordering. CARRIAGE all units £16, VAT to be added to total of goods and carriage ,
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'Swordfish" PS40Ml0 Hand Held USB Oscilloscope
A unique hand held device that combines the functions of oscilloscope,
data logger, spectrum analyser, volt meter and frequency meter in a single
Instrument. PS40M10 features a user replaceable precision spring loaded probe
tip which can be used to probe even small smd components. The probe cap
can be removed to allow PS40M10 to connect to standard oscilloscope probes
or BNC cables if required. PS40M10 comes complete with oscilloscope and
data logging software. The supplied Windows Oll's allows 3rd party applications
to interface to it. Example code in several popular programming languages
are provided. Windows CE and linux drivers are also available on request .

TM

Instruments

www.usb-instruments.com

t

...
'"

"Swordfish" PS40Ml0 Features
10 Bit ADC Resolution
1G SIs sampling rate ( repetitive) 40M SIs native
Maximum input voltage +/- SOV
AC / DC Coupling
Edge, min/max pulse width and delayed trigger modes
Analog Bandwidth SMHz
Self Powered USB Interface - no external PSU required
Precision spring loaded probe tip or standard BNC connection
3rd Party application software support provided
Hardware upgradeable over USB

+ shipping & VAT

£ 12 5
+ shipping & VAT

'Stingray" DS1M12 Dual Channel
Oscilloscope, Signal Generator
& Multi-Function Instrument
Stingray DS1M12 is the value for money dual channel
oscilloscope with signal generator, data logger, spectrum
analyser, volt meter and frequency meter capabilities.
Despite its low cost, DS1M12 offers a wealth of features
including 1M SIs sampling with 12 bit conversion, advanced
digital trigger modes, AC / DC coupling and an inbuilt signal
generator with 10 bit resolution.

Technical Information
For detailed technical speCifications, information
and downloads please viSit
www.usb-instruments.com

Sales Information
USB Instruments - a division of
EasySync ltd
373 Scotland Street, Glasgow GS 8QB, U.K.
Tel: 0141 418 0181 Fax: 0141 418 0110
E-mail: sales@easysync.co.uk
Web: www.easysync.co.uk

'Stingray" DS1M12 Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dual Channel standard BNC input connectors
12 Bit simultaneous ADC sampling on both channels
20M SIs sampling rate ( repetitive) 1M SIs native
Signal Generator Output / External Trigger Input
Maximum input voltage +/- SOV
AC / DC Coupling
Edge, min/max pulse width and delayed trigger modes
Analog Bandwidth 200KHz
Self Powered USB Interface - no external PSU required
3rd Party application software support provided
Hardware upgradeable over USB

Measurement
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re at~e gaJn and phase
measurement system
By Emil Vladkov
I

l

ery often in design practice there's the
need to measure the gain and phase
response of a circuit/device under test,
comparing output to input. Sometimes, it
is necessary to measure the phase relation of two different signals with the same frequency.
But, the trickiest of all the measurement problems
associated with modern high-speed circuitry and
communications is maybe the measurement of
return loss parameters of a transmission system how much of the energy is reflected back due to an
improper termination . The purpose of this project is
to evaluate the features of a new and very exciting
integrated circuit from Analog Devices - the
AD8302 , which is a gain and phase detector capable
of operation in the range LF-2.7GHz. It should give
answers to some of the above-mentioned problems
or provide a useful help in constructing more complex and sophisticated systems to measure return
loss in antenna feed systems for example.

V

AD8302 theory of operation
The AD8302 consists of two separate
measurement systems - one for the gain/loss
ratio of two signals, and one for the phase
difference between these signals. The internal
structure of the gain and phase detector is
depicted in Figure 1.
The first subsystem comprises a pair of closely
matched 7 stage 60dB demodulating logarithmic
amplifiers. The relative gain subsystem takes the
difference between the outputs of these logarithmic
amplifiers and so a value is available at the VMAGpin, which is proportional to the magnitude ratio of
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the two input signals at ports II\IPA and II\IPB.
In normal measurement applications, a feedback
around the output stage is closed and the VMAG
output is connected to the MSET input. In control
applications, this feedback is broken and MSET can
be used to program a threshold voltage. In the last
case, the feedback is closed around the system to
be driven by the VMAG-output with the INPA and
INPB inputs connected to the two points of the
external system with the desired threshold magnitude ratio to be obtained by this kind of controller.
The controller application of the AD8302 is not
implemented in the proposed design, which is a
pure measurement device, so this short explanation
of the Ie's additional feature should be enough for
understanding its internal working.
The phase difference subsystem is a simple phase
detector, consisting of a multiplier, driven by the
fully limited input signals appearing at the outputs of
the logarithmic amplifiers. As the logarithmic amplifiers produce a clipped/limited version of the input
signals for weak and strong input signals (this is a
main feature of the logarithmic amplifier with more
and more amplifying stages switched on in the
signal path as the signal gets weaker), the phase
comparators, and so the phase measurements, do
not depend on the signal level. Exactly as in the
case of the gain measurement module the phase
difference output VPHS and the phase threshold
input PSET are normally connected for measurement tasks. In phase controller applications, this
feedback loop around the output is broken and is
closed again around the system under control.
The two outputs providing relative gain and phase
information VMAG and VPHS swing between 0 and
1.8V. This range can be modified with the help of the
stable on-board reference 1.8V available at VREF.
ELECTRONICS WORLD. March 2005
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MFLT

AD8302

Log output - dB-value

VMAG

+
INPA

Limited output A

60dB 7-stage
logarithmic amplifier

MSET

VREF ...

Reference
voltage 1.8V

Phase detector

....

PSET

INPB

60d B 7 -stage
logarithmic amplifier

Limited output B
VPHS

>-----I~

Log output - dB-value
PFLT

The input signals are usually AC-coupled to the
inputs INPA and INPB and should be in the range
from -60dBm to OdBm for a SOQ system. Optimal
performance can be achieved with this device for
inputs in the order of -30dBm, so, in the proposed
design, attenuators at the inputs are used to weaken strong signals to the optimal power value. The
output of the phase detector and the relative gain
output can be additionally low-pass filtered through
external capacitors, connected to the PFLT and
MFLT pins of the IC. This low-pass filtering aids in
implementing lower speed ADCs to capture a stable
value of the measured phase/gain to be displayed
on a slow updating LCD display, for example. Some
filtering is provided with internal capacitors, depicted on Figure1.
The outputs for the magnitude ratio and the phase
can be expressed:

VSLP is the so-called slope voltage for the magnitude ratio, which is 30mV/dB for AD8302. Vcp is the
phase slope voltage, which is 1OmV/deg. These
values are used by the firmware routines residing in
the device MCU (MCU) to compute valid results in

.• March 2005 •
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dB and degrees from the analogue voltages,
obtained from the gain and phase detector. Vcp is
the center point voltage, which is used to shift the
transfer characteristics for the gain and the phase.
For both types of measurements the center point
voltage is 900mV.
The magnitude ratio output is centered at 900mV
(half full scale) for OdB gain and the phase difference
output is centered at 900mV for 90° between inputs.
It should be noted that the transfer function for the
phase difference is ambiguous, so equal voltage
outputs for the phase are obtained for the -180° to
0° range and for the 0° to 180° range. This is a
specific feature of the type of phase detector used,
which responds to the relative position of the zero
crossings between the input channels, but, in the
most cases, it should not lead to any difficulties in
real measurement tasks.
Both transfer functions for the AD8302 are presented in Figure 2. The real transfer function for the
phase differs somewhat from the representation in
Figure 2 at both extremes: 0° and 180°. This is
especially true for higher frequencies, as in the latter
case the rise and fall times of the waveforms at the
inputs of the phase comparator are finite and this
creates dead zones of phase angles, which can not
be measured. According to the manufacturer's
datasheet, for 1OOMHz input signals this phase error

Figure 1: A0830 2 gain
and phase detector
internal structure
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Figure 2: AD8302 gain and phase transfer functions
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Figure 3: Functional structure of the gain and phase measurement system
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at the extremes can reach nearly 8 0 (and more at
higher frequencies). This explains some inaccuracies in the phase response at 1800 observed when
the prototype was measured.
Another peculiarity of the AD8302 IC is that if the
magnitude difference between inputs A and B is
greater than 20dB, cross-modulation between the
phase and gain ratio measurement subcircuits can
occur, which becomes an issue at frequencies
above 900MHz.

System architecture
Block diagram of the prototype is presented in
Figure 3. The two signals to be compared in
phase and magnitude are applied on input A and
input B. As the system is intended to be used
within communication systems with 50Q
interfaces, the input matching network is
necessary, which has two main goals: matching
the impedance close to the coaxial line
impedance, so no reflections and standing wave
situations occur; and providing input attenuation,
so that strong signals are brought to optimal for
the AD8302 IC (-30dBm) power levels. Such
attenuated and conditioned signals are fed to the
magnitude and phase comparator AD8302. Three
of the output signals of this integrated circuit are
supplied to the following data acquisition unit the magnitude ratio analogue output VMAG, the
phase difference analogue output VPHS and the
reference voltage VREF. As discussed earlier, the
AD8302 IC has optional inputs for external
feedback loops so that it can be used in controller
applications. Although these are not used in the
actual design, they are provided as testpoints and
for optional device extensions.
The ADC used (AD7887) is actually a two analogue inputs device (it has an onboard multiplexer).
Unfortunately the second analogue input AIN1 is
shared with the external voltage reference input and
the onboard reference of the ADC is not suitable for
the full dynamic range application (1 .8V). So the
AIN1 can not be used as input as the VREF of 1.8V
is applied there. This transforms the ADC into a
simple one-input converter, which has to capture
analogue signals. This makes the use of an analogue multiplexer mandatory, so that the three
analogue signals can be applied and converted
sequentially by the ADC.
The device MCU AT89C2051, which also captures
the data representing samples from the analogue
signals corresponding to magnitude ratios and
phase differences, selects the channel currently
converted by the ADC. The interface to the AD7887
is serial.
The firmware residing in the MCU's internal flash
memory is responsible for the test. If the voltage is

not in the specified range, then some part of the
circuitry may not function correctly. The AT89C2051
MCU has two other important tasks: it sends the
measurement data through a serial asynchronous
interface to a host PC for further processing (in a
spreadsheet application) and it initialises a liquid
crystal display where the data is presented for
immediate viewing. The alphanumerical standard
display is perfectly suited for the presentation of the
two values of the relative magnitude and the phase
difference. The whole unit is powered by means of
an integrated +5V power supply, so only an external
unregulated power supply in the range 9-15V DC is
necessary to complete the project.

Circuit schematics
The complete circuit schematics diagram of the
project is presented in Figure 4. The two inputs
INA and INB are fed into the J2 and J3 BNC
connectors. If high frequency signals are to be
measured (the maximum frequency processed by
the AD8302 can reach 2.7GHz), then the BI\JCtype connectors should be replaced with SMAtypes. The circuitry around the two 20dB
directional couplers and associated matching
components ZL, R21, R22 and Rs is external to
the device and illustrates a possible application of
the VRC8302 in vector reflection coefficient
measurement system .
The resistors R15 to R20 form the attenuators,
which should bring the two incident signals into the
-30dBm range. With the values shown, these
modules provide 1dB and 20dB attenuation, which
is perfect if one of the input signals (the reflected
one) is 19dB lower in power than the other (the
incident signal). For signals expected to be in the
same magnitude range, it is advisable to use two
identical 20dB attenuators on both channels. The
two attenuators are calculated for 50Q input and
output impedances. The R1 and R2 components
are the input matching impedances and the input
signals are AC coupled to the AD8302 through C1 ,
C4, C5 and C6 capacitors. The gain and phase
detector AD8302 is represented in Figure 4 as U1.
The power supply to the IC is additionally filtered by
means of the components R4, C3 and C7. The
relative complicated way of interfacing the input
signals to U1 (which involves not only the It\lPA and
INPB inputs but also OFSA and OFSB pins) can be
explained with the need for offset compensation
and, especially, with setting the offset compensation filter corner frequency.
The VMAG, VPHS and VREF-outputs of U1 are
applied to the inputs of the U3 analogue multiplexer
(HEF4051). The R7 and R8 feedback resistors are
included in the design to provide some kind of
versatility in implementing different configurations
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(for example closing the output feedback around a
phase or amplitude controller by the use of SW1
and SW2 and the GSET and PSET testpoints). The
R5, R6 and R9 resistors are actually short circuits,
but non-zero values can be used to isolate somewhat the outputs of the detector and the inputs of
the multiplexer. The unused inputs of the U3 multiplexer (Y3 to Y7) are tied to ground through the R13
resistor. The outputs of U1 are bandwidth limited by
the C2 and C8 components - their values depend
on the way and speed measurement data is collected and manipulated - I have chosen 1OOnF values
in the design, presuming a slow LCD update rate.
ADC's U4 is the AD7887 12-bit serial output device.
Its reference voltage is provided by the VREF-output
of the gain and phase detector at 1.8V. So the full 12bit range of the ADC is utilised when measuring the
outputs of U1 . The output of the multiplexer is
connected to the input of the ADC supplying sequentially the gain and phase output voltage for conversion. The protocol for the serial communication
between the ADC and MCU is accomplished in
software from the firmware routines. The serial
communication needs a clock line (SCll<) and data
output line (DOUT), which are connected directly to
the P3.4 and P3.3 lines of the MCU.
Things get more complicated as the ADC has
several modes of operation (one or two channel
mode for example) and these should be
programmed into the ADC prior to the first conversion. The modes of operation are determined by the
content of a Control Register, which should be
initialised in software - in the project mode 2 is used
- the ADC is fully powered up, the power-down is
disabled and the device is fast accessible (there is
no 5ms start-up time between conversions).
Configuration data is loaded into the device through
the DIN-pin but, unfortunately, the pins/output ports
of the MCU used are not enough to ensure all
interface requirements of the design. A solution to
this problem is to use the latch U5 (7 4HC37 4),
which is loaded from the P1-port of the MCU with
the P3.5 acting as a clock/latching signal. The U5latch functions as interface demultiplexer and
extends the output lines of the MCU. Not only is
DIN driven by the pre-loaded 03 output of the latch,
but also is the Chip Select signal of the ADC (CS\) driven by the 04-output. The channel select inputs
of the analogue multiplexer U3 - A, Band C - are
driven by the outputs of the extending latch (00,
01,02) too.
If the U1 AD8302 device is the heart of the project,
the U6 (the AT89C2051 MCU) is the brain . It is
clocked by the X1 quartz crystal with the associated
C11 and C12 components. Reset is provided by
R1 0-C13 and the asynchronous serial port signals
are output at the P3.0 , P3.1 lines. These are con-
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nected to the RS232 driver U7 surrounded by the
corresponding components C14-C17. The RS232
port of the unit is the P1 connector. Through port
P1 , the MCU drives the U5 latch and directs the
input data port (DB7 -DBO) of the lC display module,
P2. P3.3, P3.2 and P3.7 provide the control signals
for the LCD (Register Select, ReadlWrite and
Enable). The contrast of the LCD is set through R11P1 divider. Optional provision for backlit LCD units
is covered too as the R12 current limiting resistor is
included in the design.
The integrated power supply consists of the
voltage regulator U2 (lM7805) with the associated
filtering components C8, C9 and C1 o. D1 serves the
protection in case a reverse supply voltage is
applied accidentally to the unit at the J1 power
supply plug. R14 and D2 provide a visual indication
when the unit is powered. Power supply filtering
next to the components is accomplished with the
C18-C23 capacitors.
And this constitutes the whole design from the
schematics point of view - simple but effective.

Experimental set-up for device evaluation
After building a device, especially one intended for
measurement purposes, it is important to verify it
is working correctly as expected . This means that
the gain ratio and phase difference measurement
system has to be characterised throughout its
whole measurement range. The two experimental
set ups are presented in Figure 5 and Figure 6.
Measuring the phase response (with Figure 5 setup) proved to be a real challenge, as there was
necessary to find two signals with exactly the
same frequencies and to shift one of them in
phase relative to the other in small steps for the
results to be representative. I decided to use the
Direct Digital Synthesis (DDS - AD9851)
evaluation system, which allows the user to
precisely synthesise sinusoidal signals "from a
20MHz clock in the range 0-60MHz with 0.03Hz
resolution. A very beneficial feature of the DDS
system for my intention is its ability to
modulate/shift the phase of the synthesised
output (relative to the reference clock signal, if the
two frequencies are equal). Actually, this feature is
intended for several PSK (Phase Shift Keying)
applications known from the telecom world.
The phase step is 11 .25 degree - more than
adequate for our task. The two signals - the reference 20MHz clock and the synthesised signal
(again with exactly 20MHz frequency) are fed to the
INA and INB inputs of the system under test. As the
clock signal has a weak driver capability, a buffer (or
a simple attenuator) is placed in the path of this
signal, so that the 50Q input impedance of the
phase-measurement system does not load the
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Figure 5: Phase response measurement set-up using a DOS synthesiser and its local oscillator
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Figure 6: Magnitude ratio measurement set-up implementing a programmable attenuator/amplifier
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Figure 7: Measurement results fo r the phase difference with the
set-up from Figure 5

clock. The phase control of the DDS is accomplished through a dedicated GUI interface running
on a PC via the parallel port. Measurement results
are evaluated from the display readings and the
data sent to the PC via the serial port connection;
they are presented in the graph in Figure 7. The
phase difference transfer function is close to a
straight line with small deviations at the 1800 end.
The device under test evaluation regarding the
magnitude ratio behaviour is performed with the
set-up depicted in Figure 6. Here one of the two
signals at 50MHz CW to be compared in magnitude
is attenuated/amplified by means of a
programmable amplifier/attenuator. I have used the
AD8320 variable gain line driver evaluation board for
this purpose. The attenuation/gain value is programmed under software control with a dedicated
GUI interface through the parallel port of the host
PC. As the AD8320 is usually implemented in cable
modem systems to adjust the level of the return
channel depending on the distance to the headend,
the attenuator/amplifier board is designed for 75Q
line impedances. The input interfaces of the
VRC8302 system are 50Q types, exactly as the
output of the AM/FM signal generator us in the
measurement set-up. The line impedances mismatch do not influence the results to a great extent,
but they (and the input/output networks of the
attenuator board in general) explain why the two
transfer functions presented in the results graph in
Figure 8 do not cross at the origin of the x- and yaxes. The shift to the left equals exactly the additional attenuation due to the input and output line
matching networks of the attenuator. The two
transfer functions presented in Figure 8 illustrate the
two cases of applying the attenuation/amplification
in the signal path to channels INA and INB. This setup allows us to determine the response of the
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Figure 8: M easurement results fo r the magnitude ratio w ith the
set -up from Figure 6

VRC8302 system throughout its full measurement
range (nearly), which includes both cases of attenuation and gain of one of the signals relative to the
other. It can be seen from the results that the
transfer functions are straight lines, which conforms
excellently to the expected values and behavior.
The most difficult case in thinking out a measurement set up is the one, which involves the simultaneous change of magnitude ratio and phase difference between two signals. A possible
implementation will be a simple low-pass filter,
which alters the amplitude and the phase of an
input signal. The VRC8302 can be used to evaluate
the differences between input and output of the
filter. Of course, such a simple circuit has the
drawback of impossible matching of the signal
source to the R-C group, which results in increased
values for the return loss and, eventually, measurement errors. I have tried two such line-ups: one with
a 1dB/20dB attenuators and one with 20dB/20dB
attenuators. The schematics of the two set-ups are
presented in the diagrams in Figure 9. These
schematic diagrams are used as input for the Spice
simulation and so the theoretical curves are
obtained. It can be seen not only the RC filter
response is simulated but also the whole ensemble
of input matching networks, attenuators and signal
source impedances. The theoretical curves are
compared against the experimental results (taken as
display readouts) to draw the plots, represented
under the respective schematics. Actually, these are
the amplitude and phase responses of the circuit.
Different combinations of resistor/capacitor values
have been evaluated: 100Q/1 nF, 1kQ/1 OOpF for the
1dB/20dB attenuators and 47Q/82pF, 100Q/360pF
for the 20dB/20dB attenuators. The experimental
curves (squares) show good coincidence with the
theoretical curves (diamonds). The deviations at
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Figure 9a: Experimental results w ith a simple 1st o rder filter set -up wit h attenuato rs 1dB/20dB
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Figure 9b: Experimental results w ith a simple 1st order filter set -up with attenuators 20dB/ 20dB
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higher frequencies can be explained with the component tolerances and impedance mismatch problems.

Possible applications

Figure 10a:
The g ain
and phase
detector IC

AD8302

Figure 10b:

VRC8302
prototype
m easurement system

L - -_ _ _

Figure 10c:

VRC8302
powered up

Figure 10d:

VRC8302
powered up
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I intended to use the VRC8302 as a vector reflection coefficient
(VRC) measurement system. Later, I realised that what I have
build was much more universal and only the original name
remained . The system has two inputs, A and B, what will be
connected to them depends on the application, only the
connectors may need a change depending on the frequency
range of interest. Figure 11 gives examples of the two most
common tasks , where the VRC8302 can be helpful.
The first one is measuring the gain and phase between input and
output of an unknown Device Under Test (OUT) - it may be a
power amplifier to be used in 2G, 2.5G and 3G mobile communication systems. The new mobile systems replacing the "plain old"
GSM have very stringent requirements on linearity of the power
amplifiers in the base station. If the input signal is clipped (because
the input is too strong and the amplifier enters the nonlinear region
of its transfer function) this will lead to AM-to-AM distortion, gainto-phase distortion and nonlinearity, in general. Unfortunately, the
new systems (such as EDGE - Enhanced Data rate for GSM
Evolution - for example) have abandoned the good and foolproof
concept of constant envelope signals (Minimum Gaussian Shift
Keying) so the output power cannot be predicted and brought into
a safe dynamic range. Feedbacks have to be deployed to prevent
distortion and compression of the signal and to improve the efficiency of the linear power amplifiers (which is low in class A and
class AB operation). To apply the feedback you need a measurement of the gain and the phase relation between input and output and this is exactly what the VRC8302 does. Part of the signal at
input/output is split from the main path to the VRC8302 with
directional couplers (usually 20dB devices). The two signals at
inputs A and B have to be brought to a "safe" optimal power value
of -30dBm as discussed earlier. This is done with the onboard
attenuators. The attenuation values must be optimised and the
difference between them should be equal the gain of the OUT.
The second case depicted in Figure 11 describes a set-up for
measuring the vector reflection coefficient of a transmission line. As
the sink impedance of a line does not exactly match the source and
line impedances, part of the energy is reflected back from the load
towards source. According to the amount of the mismatch and its
direction, the reflected signal has different amplitude and phase,
which can be evaluated against the original incident wave. Here
again, the VRC8302 can be helpful comparing signals from incident
and reflected wave - the magnitude ratio corresponds in this case
to the well-known quantity Return Loss (RL). The Voltage Standing
Wave Ratio (VSWR) of a transmission line under test can be easily
estimated with the help of the RL-value - the last issue is of primary
importance in high-speed design and communication systems. The
two directional couplers serve here the same purpose as in the
previous example. They bring the signals to the optimal -30dBm
value and their attenuation ratio can be calculated estimating the
incident power value and the expected return losses.
These are only two possible ways to put the project into practice. They are surely more possible set ups for evaluating communication systems parameters and performance.
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Figure 11:
Applications of the
VRC8302 gain
and phase
measurement
system
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Book Review

The Road to Reality

By Roger Penrose
Jonathan Cape

C

opies of this book sold
quickly when it was put
on sale recently in Oxford,
which is not surprising, considering the impact 'The
Emperor's New Mind' made
when it was released in 1989.
One of Roger's main concerns in 'The Emperor's New
Mind' was to quell some of the
hype being put about by strong

supporters of artificial intelligence, but he also took the
opportunity of introducing his
belief in 'Objective Reduction "
a process that must occur in
quantum dynamics for which
various interpretations have
been postulated:
a) Copenhagen (Bohr);
b) Many worlds (parallel
universes), (Everett III);
c) Environmental
decoherence;
d) Consistent histories
(Gell-Mann/Hartle);
e) Pilot wave
(deBroglie, Bohm/Hiley).
The main objective of 'The
Road to Reality', as far as I can
ascertain, is to refute (a), (b), (c)
and (d) and, to this end, he's
had to introduce a lot of
mathematics (Chapters 1 to 16,
nearly 400 pages of it), much of

which is mind-numbing.
Penrose believes that (e) is the
"clearest ontology ... although it
does not address the measurement paradox", which is why he
proposes in 'Objective
Reduction " occurring in twister
space projective null (PN)
(Chapters 32 and 33), a formulation that has many advantages.
For example, a light ray in
Minkowski space M maps to a
point in PN, so we can use this
to explain the Catt anomaly;
charge propagation 'in' two
parallel conductors maps to a
two-point metric (width) in PN there is no length. It's only a
suggestion - my suggestion,
but some Electronics World
(EW) readers might like to 'play
around' with it.
Chapters 17 to 33 deal with
much of the physics involved,

foil and binding tigrltly with copper wire at the
glass/base interface. This wire should then be
soldered to the top of the screen pin on the valve
base. On older valves it is worthwhile re-flowing
the solder on the valve pins, as this often reduces
noise and crackles. Asmall spot of contact
lubricant on the pins themselves will also help.

VINTAGE
ELECTRONICS
REPAIR
~~ Don't ever be tempted to "plug in and see" ,
always use a 40W bulb as a lamp limiter or run
the system up on aVariac; having first replaced
the mains input filter cap with aclass Xtype and
renewed the audio coupling cap. It is also useful
to have left the set in awarm dry place for a week
or so before working on it to fully dry out wound
components. Impatience at this stage can result
in the loss of a part that will be difficult to replace.
~~ Varnish sealed nuts and bolts can be
released with the heat from a soldering iron.
~~ Valves with a damaged external screening
costing can be restored by wrapping in kitchen
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~~ Top caps that have become detached can
be re-fixed by using a metal loaded (PCB repair)
epoxy to connect a new wire to the stub where it
passes through the glass. (The glass can be
carefully ground back with a Dremel to expose
more wire if necessary). After curing the cap
itself can be secured with epoxy, not superglue
as epoxy has more "give" and is not likely to fail
at valve envelope temperatures.
~~ Valves that have lost their markings can
often be "read" by putting them in the freezer for
30 minutes. On removal, when viewed in a
strong light it is then possible to make out the
type number in the condensation.
~~ Old varnished sleeving can often become
sticky and partially conductive. It can be
replaced by modern, woven glass fibre sleeving
that has been sprayed with a suitable car colour.
~~

Old electrolytic capacitors will often reform
satisfactorily, but may have poor performance at
higher frequencies, leading to instability in the
set. Fitting a 0.1~F cap across the electrolytic
cures this problem.

quantum and relativistic, which
EW readers are familiar with,
for example, 'Zitterbewegung',
the zig-zag picture of the
electron, which was discussed
in Electronics World's
September 2004 issue on
pages 50-51; and 'leakage',
discussed in Electronics
World's December 2004 issue
on pages 50-51); p628 et seq
and p905 in 'The Road to
Reality', respectively. Magnetic
field 'lines' and conduction
holes in semiconductors,
which readers have asked
about, are similarly dealt with but there's a lot more.
This tome is a sine qua non
for serious scholars of science
- "green fuse to drive the red
blood" (Dylan).
Tony Callegari

~~ Many of the older sets used AC/DC
techniques and had a potentially live chassis. It
is essential to make sure they are connected
correctly with the chassis at low potential. There
can still be problems in modern houses with
RCD's tripping due to neutral/earth currents
when test equipment is connected . This can be
overcome by use of an isolation transformer. The
"old" and not recommended method was to
isolate the test equipment earth of the signal
generator or scope with a switch fitted to the
mains lead.
~~ When carrying analogue meters to different
jobs always set them to the highest DC current
range. This places a low value damping resistor
across the meter movement and prevents it
swinging wildly about, with possible damage.
Always start on the highest range and work
down when making measurements.
~~ When your set is finally completed and
working well give it a three- to five-hour "soak"
test with a low value mains fuse fitted (say 1A) and
monitor frequently as there are bound to be faults
and component breakdowns you have missed.

Ed Dinning from Newcastle, UK, sent in this
month's Top Ten Tips.
If you'd like to send us your top five or top ten
tips on any subject you like, please write to the
Editor at EWadmin@highburybiz.com
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Wireless column

Uncertainty)
uncertainty

By Mike Brookes
ome €2m has been
spent recently by
the European Union
on the 'Reflex Project' to determine
whether or not there are dangerous effects to health
caused by long term exposure
to radiation. The Reflex project, which looked at subjects
as diverse as power line emissions and mobile phones,
examined both high and low
frequency radiation. It stated
that, "electromagnetic radiation of low and high frequencies is able to generate a
genotoxic effect on certain but
not all types of cells, and is
also able to change the function of certain genes, activating and de-activating them".
This is not the usual studied
effect, such as of heating that
causes physical damage, but
a much more sinister problem
relating to cell function, at
levels of radiation not usually
considered hazardous. The
results of the Reflex Project
study are not conclusive;

S

there were differences in
types of experimental equipment used for the project and
of the results obtained.
However, the implication that
there is potential for demonstrable health effects is not
helpful to developers of radio
systems in the current climate
of litigation.

II This is not the usual studied effect, such as of heating
that causes physical damage, but a much more
sinister problem "
Fifteen years ago, the nearest exposure most people got
to radiation, other than excess
sunshine, was to the broadcast devices - one wonders
about the effect to members of
the public living within close
proximity to megawatt transmitters like Crystal Palace. But,
with the advent of mobile
phones and the increasing
deployment of short range
devices (SRD), the situation
has changed radically.

Wireless Software Solutions
Firmware revision 2.1
Jan 05
Designed and manufactured
in the UK by LPRS Limited,
Witney. OX28 4BH
Tel: 01993 709418
Email: info(<l'lprs.co.uk

The SRD industry has
reacted. After a slow start, it
revolutionised its product
manufacturing and unit
pricing to the extent where
wide scale domestic installations at affordable prices will
lead to wireless - or radiation
based pieces of equipment
becoming as ubiquitous as

the mobile phone - over a
wide range of operating
frequencies.
Unit prices have fallen so
much that the Holy Grail of
true home automation is now
achievable, which will lead to
increasing levels of exposure
to electromagnetic radiation
throughout the spectrum from
100kHz to 2.4GHz.
In the car, there are even
more wireless devices covering duties like engine man-

agement, telematics, interactive information, radar monitoring etc.
Individually, most of these
devices have extremely low
radiation levels, typically 11OmW or 1/200 the level of a
mobile phone handset, but
cumulatively, and over a vast
spectrum range, will they
expose the SRD industry to
increased litigation?
The industry would be wise
to pre-empt the consequences; which may otherwise prove catastrophic.

The LPRA (Low Power Radio
Association) is a European trade
body that represents manufacturers and users of short range
devices (SRDs)
It is ac tive in the produc tion o f
SRD Radio standards and regulations.
Mike Brookes is LPRA's chairman.

If Bluetooth, 802.11 , Zigbee, UWB etc don't
suit your wireless application - "easy-Radio" will.

ER modules are embedded with all the wireless software
you will need to achieve a short range wireless link over
several hundred metres at speeds up to 19.2K over air.

New robust software ensures stability of user selected frequency,
data rates and output power, configurable via Windows based software.
Go to our website to order an evaluation/programming kit and use
our online calculator to see how time is saved and revenue returned faster
with "easy-Radio" software solutions.
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www.easy-radlo.com/ew1
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Circuit Ideas

Printer port based, low-cost,
multi-channel monitoring system
Monitoring a number of
analogue signals is an
important task in industrial
process controls and R&D
experimental setups. Most of
the PC-based monitoring
systems used for such purposes are based on either
general purpose or tailormade data acquisition cards.
However, these cards are
often costly and are plug-in
type, requiring opening of the
PC for their configuration and
maintainance.
To avoid this, in most of the
situations, one can build a
simple and inexpensive PCbased, multi-channel, analogue monitoring system by
using generally available
components and printer port
of a PC as shown in Figure1.
The printer port based
monitoring system can
measure up to eight analogue
signals. One of many possible
applications for such a system is in an ion beam
implanter (for which the
present design was originally
developed), where analogue
signals (like ion beam current
in the nA to mA range, high
voltage and vacuum level that
is DC or low frequency AC
with an amplitude of OV to 5V)
are monitored.
As seen in the figure, the
system is made of an 8:1
analogue multiplexer (IC1 ,
DG508), a 12-bit serial ADC
(IC2, MAX187) and optical
coupling networks (IC3-IC8,
6N136).
The ADC is an 8-pin device
that is self-contained and has
useful features like on-board
reference, built-in S/H, low

•
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in tune with ever increased
usage of graphical programming like LabVIEW in industries, a LabVIEW-based
monitoring Virtual Instrument
(VI) Program - 8Chmon - was
used. In this program, the 8channel analogue signal
monitoring is carried out as
follows. Initially a data of OxOO
is set on 0 0 .. .02 lines of the
data port to apply the analogue signal at channel 0 of
the multiplexer to the ADC,
while the signals ICS and
SCLK are set at logic 1 and
logic 0, respectively.
After a delay of 1ms, this
program calls another sub VI,
8chMAX187VI, which controls the complete process of
analogue to digital conversion
and acquisition of the digital
data. It first initiates analogue
to digital conversion by
pulling ICS low. Then, the PC
continuously polls Dout of the
ADC at lerror input for detecting the end of conversion
indicated by a low to high
transition.
On detecting the end of
conversion, the PC acquires
the 12-bit serial digital data
stored in the ADC, from MSB
to LSB by serially clocking
the SCLK input with 13
pulses and reading the Dout at
every falling edge of the
SCLK. The 12-bit serial data
acquired is then related to the
analogue input signal as per
the following relationship, see
the formula below.

power consumption (10IJA)
and low conversion times (81OlJs).
The signal conditioning
circuits are required for
interfacing between the
multiplexer and the systems
whose outputs are the monitoring signals. The basic
functions of signal conditioners (like signal amplification,
signal/noise filtering and
impedance transformation)
are designed so that all the
channel signals applied to the
ADC through the multiplexer
match its full-scale range of
OV to 4.096V.
The optical coupling networks provide electrical
isolation so that the PC is
protected from any possible
high voltages that may come
from the systems being
monitored. The PC monitors
these analogue signals
through its printer port. In this
design, 0 0 .. .0 2 output lines of
the data port (@Ox378
address of the printer port)
are used as address input to
the multiplexer through
IC3 ... IC5, while 0 3 .. .0 4 lines
are used as SCLK and ICS
inputs to the ADC. The digital
representation of the analogue signal, or the serial
digital output data of the
ADC, is read through lerror
input of STATUS port @Ox379
address.

Development
Development of monitoring
software for this system can
be done in any of the higher
level languages like C, BASIC,
PASCAL. However, for easy
and quick development and

The program displays the
measured value on the
channel 0 analogue meter in
the front panel. Then it
selects channel 1 by sending
Ox01 and the process is
repeated. Likewise, all the 8
channels are sequentially
acquired and monitored .

Flexibility
This design is so flexible (and
uses only few of 1/0 lines on
the printer port) that the
number of input channel can
be easily increased to 16. It
can be done by using an
additional 8-channel multiplexer and one more data line
of the printer port. By simple
modifications in the software,
the sampling rate can be
easily varied. Since the data
acquisition module is external
to the PC, testing and trouble
shooting is fast and easy,
without any requirement for
inner access of the PC.
This module can be used in
a variety applications like PCbased, multi-channel virtual
oscilloscope, monitoring of
home automation signals etc.
One can build the total
system by spending less than
$10, which makes it a really
cost-effective solution.
Kanniappan Suresh,
Materials Science Division,
Indira Gandhi Centre for
Atomic Research,
Tamil Nadu,
India

Measured Value = (Decimal value a/the 12 bit serial binary data)
(Volts)

Wv

* 4.096
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Figure 1
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Simple, portable milliohmmeter
t is not an easy task to find
the exact location of a PCB
trace shortage. A regular
ohmmeter may not work
simply because the measured
resistance is too low. One way
to solve the problem is to
apply a fairly large current to
the traces and use a milliohmmeter to measure the voltage
across the traces. The shorting
point will have the lowest
measured voltage. Since the
components have been
installed on the board, the
applied current source has to
limit its open circuitry voltage
in order to avoid damaging the
parts,
The circuitry uses an extra
low power op-amp to form a
constant current source.
MAX4037 is a single opera-

I
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c-1--1
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Ol
2N2222

-=- 8 T1
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MAX4037

;;::::::: Cl
a l uF
Rl
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tional amplifier with a built-in
1 .232V reference, The positive
input of the op-amp is connected to the reference directly. The negative input is
through a 12Q resistor to
ground. Output of the op-arnp
drives an NPN transistor to
increase the driving current.
Terminals '+' and '_I are used
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to probe the PCB shortage. A
digital voltmeter (DVM) in the
mV range is connected to
these two terminals to get the
milliohm reading.
Assume the terminals '+' and
'-' are shorted, 01 provides a
constant current because the
voltage at R1 should be equal
to the reference voltage. Since

R1 is 12Q, the current is about
100mA. As long as the op-amp
is within linear operation range,
a small resistance between
terminal '+' and '-' will not
change this constant current.
In other words, the current
goes through terminal '+' and
'-' is always 1 OOmA. Thus,
1mV DVM reading equals
0.01 Q. If 1OmA constant
current is desired, R1 needs to
be 120Q. The DVM reading will
be 1mV=0.1 Q.
The circuit uses less 2~A
current during stand-by. If two
AAA batteries are used as
power source, the battery will
last a very long time, such that
no power switch is required.

Yongping Xia
Torrance,
USA
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Interrupt multiplexer for microcontrollers
requently, microcontrollers in embedded
systems are required to monitor several
digital inputs but are equipped with only one
extemal interrupt line. The circuit shown
here can handle any number of inputs and
10
11
will generate a single interrupt if one or more
12
13
of the lines being monitored change their
states. As given here, the circuit has been
implemented with four 74 series TIL ICs. If
power consumption is important then
74174N
equivalent CMOS components could be
substituted. This circuit could also be
implemented in a programmable logic
device in order to save space.
CLK
The circuit works by latching the current
state of the monitored lines into a D type
latch and then latching it again into a second D type latch. This
historical state is then compared to the existing state on the lines
by a set of exclusive OR gates and their outputs are summed by a
NOR gate. The other NOR gate of the package has been used as
an inverter to generate another polarity for the interrupt signal, just
in case the microcontroller uses a positive going interrupt
scheme. Double buffering of the input lines ensures that interrupts
are not missed if the input lines toggle quickly. The interrupt
pulses are between one and two clock time period long. The
clock is the external system clock. Certain pins on the IC pack-

F

U3A

INT'

----~+_____l

INT

7486N
74174N
U3D
2.2u

C1

-=-

13
7486N

R1

ages are wired to logic high through a 1OkW resistor. The 2.2mF
capacitor should be a tantalum type and serves to bypass power
supply glitches from accidentally resetting the D latches.
Please note that power supply connections to the IC packages
have been omitted for clarity of the schematic diagram.
Dr Faiz Rahman
Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering,
University of Glasgow,
UK

Mains pO\Nered globes flasher
he common Christmas and New Year flashing lights come
with one thermal flasher globe, which switches the chain of
globes on and off giving a flashing effect. As the thermal flasher
globe is a semi-mechanical device, it tends to fail quite often
and, usually, at the moment when you need it most. When the
thermal flasher globe fails, the lights are either left completely
'on' (not flashing) or 'off'.
The rescue shown here is a solid state device that runs off the

T

R1
100K

D2
1N4004

R4
47K

240WMAX.

C2
IC1
NE555

47/lF
16V

D1
1N960
9.1V
O.4W

R3

11<0

D3
C106D

incoming 240V AC power without a mains transformer. Hence, it
is highly reliable and consumes negligible power and can be built
to fit into a compact box.
For safety reasons, a fuse F1 is used. IC1 is a NE555 timer. The
timer is configured as an astable multivibrator. Its sequence (duty
cycle) is derived from the values of R1 , R2 and C1. The high R
and small C are chosen as opposed to low R and high C is to
effect miniaturisation, reliability and stability.
The power source for IC1 is fed from the AC
mains via resistor R4 and rectifier diode D2.
Zener diode D1 is used to maintain a stable 9V
DC while capacitor C2 smoothes out the low
level 50Hz ripple.
The output of IC1 triggers a sensitive gate
S1
SCR diode D3 via resistor R3.
3A
The circuit will work only on resistive loads,
and operates on half-wave of the 50Hz AC
frequency. As a result, the globes are lit half their
brightness. This is a simple way to reduce
L
N
energy usage.
240VAC
N

Michael Ong Yong Kin
City Beach,
Australia
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Synthetic floating negative inductor
using only two op-amps
he end circuit represents
a floating negative inductor using only two op-amps. It
obviates use of GIC (General
Impedance Converter) that
requires more than four opamps for the same purpose. It
requires two matched capacitors and three matched
resistors.
Figure 1: The given circuit
represents a normall\llC
(Negative Impedance
Converter) design when
R1=R2.
Figure 2: The NIC can be
used to build a floating
negative resistor, here when
R1 =R3 and R4=R5 the equivalent floating impedance is
given by Z=-R2.
Figure 3: Replacing the
inner resistances R3 and R4
with capacitor of capacitance
C1 =C4=C, and keeping
R1 =R4=R3=R gives us a
transfer function for a negative "floating inductor.
Stabilising the above circuit
without changing its transfer
function gives us Figure 4.

T
Figure 1

Inverter

o
Figure 2
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O~------------------------------------------~O

Figure 3
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Saumitra Raj Mehrotra
New Delhi,
India

Send new
circuit ideas to:

Figure 4
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The Editor,
Highbury Business,
Media House,
Azalea Drive,
Swan ley,
KentBR88HU

or email to:
ewcircuit@high
burybiz.com
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Quality second-user test &
measurement equipment
Tel: 02476 650 702 Fax: 02476 650 773
Web: www.telnet.uk.com Email: sales@telnet.uk.com
All equipment is used - with 30 days guarantee and 90 days in some cases.
Add carriage and VAT to all goods.
1 Stoney Court, Hotchkiss Way, Binley Industrial Estate Coventry CV3 2RL ENGLAND

Agilent (HP) 3314A Function Generator 20 MHz

£650

Agilent (HP) 53310A Mod. Domain An (opt 1/31)

Agilent (HP) 3325A and B function gen . from

£550

Agilent (HP) 54600A 1 B 100 MHz Scopes from

Agilent (HP) 435A1B, 436A, 4637B , 438A Power Meters from

£100

Agilent (HP) 5481 OA Infinium Scope 500MHz

£2995

£700

Agilent (HP) 3561 A Dynamic Signal Analyser

£2950

Agilent (HP) 8116A Function Gen . (50MHz)

£1750

Agilent (HP) 3562A Dual Ch. Dynamic Sig . Analyser

£3000

Agilent (HP) 8349B (2- 20GHz) Amplifier

£1950

Agilent (HP) 3582A Spectrum Analyser Dual Channel

£1200

Agilent (HP) 8350B Mainframe sweeper (plug-ins avail)

Agilent (HP) 3585A and B Spec. An . (40MHz) from

£2950

Agilent (HP) 85024A High Frequency Probe

£1000

£750

Agilent (HP) 35660A Dynamic Sig . An

£2950

Agilent (HP) 8594E Spec. An. (2.9GHz) opt 41,101,105 ,130)

£3995

Agilent (HP) 4191 A R/F Impedance analyzer (1 GHz)

£2995

Agilent (HP) 8596E Spec. An. (12 .8 GHz) opt various

£8000

Agilent (HP) 4192A LlF Impedance Analyser (13MHz)

£4000

Agilent (HP) 89410A Vector Sig . An . Dc to 10MHz

£7500

Agilent (HP) 4193A Vector Impedance Meter

£2750

Agilent (HP) 89440A Vector Signal Analyser 2MHz - 1.8GHz

£8950

Agilent (HP) 4274A LCR Meter

£1750

R&S SMIQ-03B Vector Sig . Gen . (3 GHz)

£7000

Agilent (HP) 4275A LCR Meter

£2750

R&S SMG (0 .1 - 1 GHz) Sig. Gen .

£1750

Agilent (HP) 4276A LCR Meter

£1400

W&G PFJ 8 Error & Jitter Test Set

£6500

Agilent (HP) 4278A Capacitance Meter (1 KHz 1 1MHz)

£2950

IFR (Marconi) 2051 1OkHz-2 .7GHz) Sig. Gen.

£5000

Wayne Kerr 3260A+3265A Precision Mag . An . with Bias Unit

£5500

Agilent (HP) 5342A Frequency Counter (18GHz)

•

£3450

£850

Agilent (HP) 5351 B Frequency Counter (26.5GHz)

£2750

Wayne Kerr 3245 Precision Ind. Analyser

£1750

Agilent (HP) 5352B Frequency Counter (40GHz)

£4950

Wayne Kerr 6425 Precison Component Analyser

£2000
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Letters

Flowing energy
Congratulations on the bright
new design of Electronics
World.
On the subject of Ian
Hickman's article on the "Catt
Anomaly", I think it better to
praise positive contributions
than to get bogged down in
politics, as readers of EW will
usually want to escape from
politics.
Hickman explains how
conductors physically charge
up when connected to battery
terminals. Connect a wire to
the positive terminal and the
electrons are attracted
towards the battery, leaving
an imbalance since then there
are more protons than electrons per unit length of wire
(so it becomes positive) .
Connecting a wire to the
negative terminal of a battery
adds extra electrons into the
wire, so it gains a net negative
charge.
It is clear that when you
connect a pair of wires to a
battery, they form a capacitor,
charging up by energy flowing
along them at the speed of
light for the dielectric between
the wires (plastic or vacuum).
Maxwell postulated displacement current as flowing
across the gap between a pair
of capacitor plates, whereas
Walton and Catt in Wireless
World showed that for charge

.• March 2005 •

to spread along the capacitor
plates at light speed it must
travel at 90 degree to displacement current. A transmission line therefore behaves
as a capacitor, as does a
radio system.
Energy must flow across
the gap between the capacitor plates while the capacitor
charges up, in order for
energy to be available
throughout the circuit during
this process. Maxwell did not
know of the Walton-Catt
argument, so in his "theory"
of radio waves, varying
electric fields cause varying
magnetic fields in a cycle
allowing propagation.
However, the charging and
discharging of a capacitor
transmits energy through the
vacuum between capacitor
plates like radio. Catt points
out that when energy is
moving along a capacitor
plate, it has a magnetic field.
Hence, really understanding
radio requires Catt's work.
Sadly, Catt rejects such
physical application.
Maxwell's empirical formula for displacement current
(current equals permittivity of
dielectric multiplied rate of
change of electric field
between plates) correctly
models what we measure, but
it does not explain what is
going on . An stationary
electron spins at light speed,
and a net flow of
energy occurs along electric
field lines at light speed as a
capacitor charges or discharges. In addition, energy
must flow along field lines to
deliver momentum and force.
Modern physics speculations
on force mechanisms do not
disprove the facts observed in
experiments, no matter how
much is published about the
accuracy of QED in calculating the electron's magnetism.
The Walton-Catt model

ELECTRONICS WORLD

explains why light speed
energy remains in a charged
capacitor: the charge energy
reciprocates up and down
each plate at light speed.
Contrary to some of Catt's
statements, energy also
travels between the plates
while the capacitor is either
charging or discharging. D. Di
Mario first suggested the
black hole electron in EW
(Feb 93 p114).
Electromagnetic energy such
as a gamma ray is a varying
electromagnetic field, half
positive and half negative.
Pair production is an absorption process that occurs
when a gamma ray from
cobalt-60 passes near a lead
nucleus, giving rise to an
electron and positron (positive electron). The conservation of momentum implies
that the light speed of the
energy is maintained in the
spins of each particle, which
is trapped by gravity into a
loop (black hole). Ludvik
Kostro first pointed out in EW
(March 88 p238) that 15 years
after special relativity,
Einstein at Leyden University
finally brought back a continuous ether (space-time
continuum) to explain gravity
for general relativity.
Nigel Cook
Colchester
UK

To test we must
I fully agree with Phil Dennis
(Letters, December 2004, p54)
about the need for objective
testing of subjective claims
about the audibility of
distortion. The Boston Audio
Society has recently
conducted ABX tests (the
practical implementation of
the double blind test) of SACD
quality versus CD quality.
For further information on
the ABX test, see www.
bostonaudiosociety. org.

Dennis says that, "frequency
response infers the transient
response". This is only true for
minimum phase systems. In
general, a correct statement
would be "knowledge of
frequency response and
phase response implies (not
infers) transient response and
vice versa".
David Hadaway
New Hampshire
USA

Operation beyond spec?
With regard to the query by K.
Tourle over the Linear Phase
Shifter on page 20 in
Electronics World, September
2004 issue.
Mr Tourle is attempting to
operate this circuit beyond the
specification on page 20,
which clearly states that the
lowest operating frequency is
10Hz. By attempting to
operate at 1Hz, generating the
900 vector, on page 21, is
impossible, because the
balance potentiometer cannot
equal the reactance of the
lowest range capacitor, a
lower range would be required
and fitting another range
capacitor of 47~F, is not a
practical solution, because
non-electrolytic capacitors are
of enormous size and they
have a poor power-factor, i.e.
they leak.
A more suitable modification
is to use the 10 50000Q and
label this 1-1 OHz balance.
Also label the new switch 110Hz range.
(See 'Circuit requirements'
on page 21, and 'Measuring
an unknown waveform', on
page 22.)
The results he has experienced at 10Hz suggest that
adjusting the frequency
balance is again in error. I
wish to point out that accuracy in the setting of the frequency balance potentiometer is absolutely essential to
49
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achieve a 900 vector.
I have discovered that even
at 10Hz, my modern cheap
multi-meter cannot cope. The
digital voltmeter (DVM)
originally used must have had
a much greater range. To
overcome this, rectify and
smooth the BAL output and
set the DVM to read DC
VOLTS.
I have included a rectifier/filter circuit that can operate at
the lower frequencies.
Due to the long time constant used, patience is
required while adjusting the
balance potentiometer.
Alternatively, an oscilloscope
with vertical sensitivity set to
the maximum, which allows
the setting of the shift control
to view the tip of the waveform, can be used to adjust
the balance control for
equality of waveform size, for
each position of the balance
switch.
Mr Tourle also talks of
percentage settings of the
Output Pot. I find this confusing, because the arrangement
gives a dial that reads directly
in degrees i.e. 0 to 90.
One final comment that I
feel could be useful is, with an
oscilloscope, check all four
quadrant vectors for high
frequency oscillation.
If oscillation is the case,
then introduce a 220Q resistor, directly to the output of
each quadrant amplifier i.e.
directly to the amplifier out
pin as shown at IC3a. This is
an advisable change, even if
oscillation is not observed,
because connecting cables or
other apparatus to the outputs, can cause spurious
oscillations without you
knowing.
I trust these comments
allow Mr Tourle some success.
Robert Watt
Edinburg, UK
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'Cube' is nowhere near a 'Conundrum'
Einstein said: "Things should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler". 'The
cube' should never have been advertised as a 'complicated' problem.
To solve the cube problem you don't need any network theory or Kirchoff's Laws, all
you need is one simple principle. "If there is never any potential difference between two
points in a circuit, then no current ever flows, so those points can be connected or
disconnected without any effect."
For Example:
Figure 1: If R1 = Rand R3 = R4, link can be cut without effect.
So going to that cube: what is R between A and B? See Figure 2.
By symmetry, the two links can be cut because there is no potential difference across
them. The circuit now reduces to two identical circuits in parallel. See Figure 3.
So, just work on one of the two. See Figure4.
There's no potential difference between Q and R or Sand T, so cut links. The cube
reduces to six S or resistors in parallel.
1IR=115+115+1/5+1/5+115+1/5 = 516 therefore R=516
The question proposed by Ian Cuthbert in September 2004 is also too easy. Along the
edge of the cube it is as in Figure 5. And the, that is equal to Figure 6.You then have
two 14/5 R in parallel = 14/10 R. In parallel with R, which is equal to:
(Rx14110 R) I (R + 14110 R) = (14110 R2) I (24110 R) = 14124 R = 7112 R Same result as in
lan's answer.

Figure 1

Vcc---e----------~

o---.--------~~
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Along the edge of the cube:
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Easy-PC version 8 is released
Winning accolades the world over, Easy-PC for Windows VB is
a major milestone in the evolution of this extremely popular
software tool. Try a demonstration copy of Easy-PC and
prepare to be amazed at the power, versatility and remarkable
value for money.

New in Version 8
• Sketch Mode Routing
• OOB++ Format Export
• Import Bitmap
• Single-Sided AutoRoute
• Customisable Toolbars
• Auto Smooth & Mitring of tracks
• Wires & Jumpers
• Unified Quality Check
Plus lots more ...... .

Fully integrated Schematics & PCB layout in a single
application complete with forward and back annotation.
Design and rules checks at all stages ensure integrity at all
times. Profesional manufacturing outputs allow you to
finish the design process with ease.

Stop press... Stop press... Stop press... Stop press... Stop press ...
By customer demand now with Eagle import as well as Tsien Boardmaker 2 import.
call for a brochure. prices & CD on +44 (0) 1684 773662
or e-mail sales@numberone.com
you can also download a demo from

DesJCne<l'"

Moe_'"

~
2000. M£. 98.

www.numberone.com

,"",dOWl~

Number One Systems - Oak Lane - Bredon - Tewkesbury - Glos - United Kingdom - GL20 7LR UK

Are you paSSionate about your
electronicst
Do you love building kit, and
making things workt
Do you want to build a career,
getting paid for doing what you
enjoyt
Yes to all of these? Then plug into your potential launch or upgrade your qualifications in Electronics, by
studying at Derby

BSc Electronics
BSc Electrical & Elec~ronic Engineering
Also Foundation Year, and HNC/HND
Electrical & Electronic Engineering
•
•
•
•
•

Fo r people who love electronics. taught by people who
love electronics
Part-time and full-time study modes available
Ideal both for the school leaver. and the mature learner
Easy upgrades from HNC to HND to BSc (Honours)
Final Year options give specialist training in current hot
topics. like digital Signal processing. embedded systems.
EMC, or power electronics

For further details view http://vertigo.derby.ac.uk/ and email or
phone: Dr Amar BOllsbaine. a.bousbaine@derby.ac.uk tel: 01332 591760
OR Tim Wilmshurst: t.j.wilmshllrst@derby.ac.lIk tel: 01332 591350.
University of Derby, Kedleston Road, Dcrby. DEn I GB. UK

plug in g
to your potential

~

UNIVLRSITY

~(~f[)ERIW
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82Spice version goes up a notch
Version 5 of the
B2Spice package is
now available from
RD Research.
After a development
of two years, the company has made extensive enhancements to
the software's simulation capabilities, which
now include a "scenario
editor" that will allow
users to sweep any
parameter for any component. In addition, the user
interface has been
redesigned for easier and
quicker design. There's a new
parts browser, which allows users to
navigate through a pop-up menu tree

structure with great ease.
Amongst v5's feature rich enhancements is a "live
circuit" feature that will allow users to modify
components while a simulation is running and
see the effects immediately. Parameter sweeping of any circuiVprogramlmodeVdevice parameter is available for every test, as is Monte Carlo
analysis. A parts bin to store most frequently used
parts is provided along with interactive "live" components such as switches, buttons, LEOs and others.
A new "circuit wizard" feature will auto-generate
many circuit designs either as a new circuit or as a
sub-circuit part that can plug into an existing circuit.
"We are so confident that B2 Spice version 5
will impress users that we are offering it on a full
30 day evaluation basis," said Paul Williamson,
managing director of RD Research.
WlNW.spice-SO'ftware.com

Small coax cables get own debur tool
Times Microwave Systems has recently introduced the DBT02 (3190-1706) debur tool for use with the smaller range of
LMR low loss coaxial cables. The new tool chamfers the
centre conductor to facilitate attachment of the centre pin
contact of both EZ no-solder as well as solder-type connectors. The tool can be used with all LMR-195, 200 (50Q only),
240,300 cables and connectors as well as LMR-400-75.
The tool is made from case-hardened carbon steel for
long service life. The DBT-02 (3190-1706) debur tool is available from stock.
VtIVIIW.timesmicrowave.com

High accuracy pressure sensor
Sensor and switches company Polaron Components has just announced the availability
of its Pi 0000 series high accuracy pressure sensor based on a highly stable
piezoresistive silicon chip technology.
The sensor series can achieve accuracy of better
than +/- 0.25% full-scale pressure over a wide
temperature range.
The device is suitable for an extensive
range of test applications where stability
of reading, premium accuracy and high
dynamic response are required. It is
available in pressure ranges from 1 to 700
bar, with 5V, 10V or 4-20mA outputs.
WlNW.poIaron.co.uklcompotlen'l:s
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FPGA board with
USB 2.0 interface
Orange Tree Technologies
announced ZestSC1, a
desktop FPGA development board with high
speed USB 2.0 host
computer interface. It is
intended for FPGA development work, training and
education, and applications
such as data acquisition,
control, DSP and image
processing.
The interface runs at
480Mbits/s and achieves a
sustained bandwidth of
over 40MB/s using the
streaming interface of the
dedicated on-board USB
hardware engine. The
FPGA is configured from
the host computer over
USB and it can be changed
on the fly.
The FPGA used is
Xilinx's Spartan-3 consisting of a million system
gates, including 24 hardware multipliers and
432kbits of RAM. There's
also 8MB of synchronous
SRAM on the board.
There are 49 pins of user
I/O that connect directly to
the FPGA, providing both
single-ended (L VTTL and
LVCMOS) and differential
(LVDS) interfaces for data
acquisition and control.
Theheaderhas5V,3V3
and ground pins to power a
daughter card plugged into
it for applications such as
video in/out and ADC/DAC.
ZestSC1 could, for example, be used as a bridge
between USB and a
parallel interface such as
PCI or GPIB.
WlNW.
orangetl eetech.com
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Remote coverage
2GHz digital
microwave system

MPEG-4 aacPIus v2
for Equator BSP-15

processors
Equator Technologies
announced the availability of
Coding Technologies
MPEG-4 aacPlus v2 codec
on Equator's BSP-15 processor. Device makers and
ODMs using BSP-15 and
Equator reference platforms,
like the Babelfish Hardware
Platform, can immediately
take advantage of aacPlus
v2 for digital media adaptors, set-top boxes and personal video recorders.
The addition of aacPlus to
the BSP-15 platform allows
device makers to access
important standards like
DVB and DVD. DVB is a key
standard globally for digital
television broadcasting.
Within DVB, aacPlus is a
core MPEG format and is
the required audio format
for DVB over IP (used in
DSL TV).
Also, aacPlus is an
enabling factor for BSP-15
digital media adapter products to play back content
from the growing number of
mobile download and Internet streaming services from
vendors like America Online
and Musiwave, including
content distributed in the
new DVD compressed audio
format.
"Our BSP-15 processor
and manufacturing ready
reference platforms are the
fast path to create high
quality digital media adaptors, set-top boxes and
PVRs," said John O'Donnell,
vice president and CTO of
Equator Technologies.
www.codingtechnoIogies.com

www.equator.com
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Piezo bimorph offers
improved performance
Morgan Electro Ceramics has developed a new piezo bimorph (bender) for manufacturers in the electronics industry. The bimorph uses a
carbon fibre instead of the traditional metal inner layer. This allows it
to provide greater deflection and increased force, hence improving
performance and reliability by 20-30%. A safety electrode has also
been fitted that guarantees operation in severe applications where the
piezo plates are stretched to the limits of breaking.
A piezo bimorph consists of two active piezo plates separated by
an inactive inner layer. By electrically driving one of the two piezoplates to expand, the whole component bends providing an active
component that can be used in a variety of applications. Unlike electrical coils that are still used in most of these applications, the
bimorphs do not create an electric field and therefore ensure a distortion-free environment.
The bimorph is available in a range of sizes, such as length of
between 15mm and 45mm and width of between 2mm and15mm.
I

Ultra low-power hi-def graphics processor
New DeltaChromeT SS ULP from S3 Graphics delivers a full hi-def
DirectX 9.0 capability with no need for a fan or heatsink. This is an
ultra low-power graphics processor for silent desktop PC systems, and gaming and entertainment devices. Operating at under
2.5W core power while running 3D applications, DeltaChrome SS
ULP uses less than 50% of the average power consumption of
popular graphics card GPUs and is defining a new class of ultra
low power graphics.
The device is based on an S Pixel Shader pipeline. Its HDTV component video output has a resolution from 4S0i to 10S0p.
System builders can integrate advanced DirectX 9.0 graphics and
enhanced media playback in small custom chassis and specialised
applications not possible until now. Systems requiring always on,
full time operation will benefit from the lower total system power
usage, completely silent operation and higher reliability due to the
absence of any mechanical cooling for the graphics processor.
www.s3graphics.com

New Zealand based firm
4RF Communications has
introduced a new 2GHz
variant of its Aprisa XE
digital microwave radio
transmission system. The
new radio allows network
operators to expand highquality communications
coverage and capacity to
remote and rural enterprises
and consumers .
The system makes optimum use of the licensed
2GHz (1.9-2.7GHz) pointto-point frequency band,
enabling the extension of
services further than is
achievable with current
analogue or higher-frequency digital alternatives.
It offers robust, spectrumefficient transmission over
distances of above 100km
in a single link, in difficult
terrain and other areas
where wired infrastructure is
not viable.
Typical applications
include medium-capacity
linking for mobile and broadband backhaul, ADSL and
Ethernet extension, PSTN
trunking, broadband wireless access, private mobile
radio and remote monitoring
and control applications for
utility networks.
The new Aprisa 2GHz
variant supports all the current bandwidths ranging
from 250kHz to 3.5MHz and
capacities up to 17Mbps
(SE1).
"Spectrum is a finite
resource: with Aprisa 2GHz
system customers can
make the best use of it,"
said Grant Dow, 4RF Communications CEO.
www.4rf.com
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16kbit SPI targets telematics applications
Ramtron announced its 16kbit

lead-free 8-pin SOIC package.

Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI)

The FM25L 16 reads and

non-volatile RAM - the

writes continuously at bus

FM25L 16 - that operates at 3V

speeds of up to 20MHz with no

and runs at up to 20MHz. It is

write delays. Similar EEPROM

offered in a lead-free DFN (dual

devices require long millisecond

flat no-lead) package with

write delays and write-polling

dimensions of 3x6.4xO.75mm.

software , and have endurance

The FM25L 16 is designed to fit

limited to less than one million

into compact telematics and car

write cycles.

infotainment systems with lim-

Samples of the FM25L 16 are

ited available board space. It is

available immediately and pric-

footprint-compatible with con-

ing starts at $1.13 in quantities

ventional 8-pin TSSOP pack-

of 10,000.

ages, but it is also available in a

WVIIVV.ramtron.com

UK EMS company applies High culTellllatching relays
'blended' production
Specialist distributor

Switchtec has two high

current latching relays
available now that are
able to replace contactors in applications
where panel space is
limited . The compact
units are ideal for use in
soft starters, electricity
metering and many other
contactor applications
where it is desirable to
save space whilst
maintaining current
ratings . Aimed at panel
W alters Microsystems has manufacturing facil rt:ies in the UK and C hina

builders and OEMs, the
KG K100 and K200 are

Walters Microsystems, a UK-

sourcing product to China and

rated at 1 OOA and 200A

based Contract Electronics Man-

other Far East regions to save on

respectively at a voltage of

ufacturer (CEM) based in High

costs. However, this usually

480Vac . Featuring a patented

contact arrangement and an
operating time of 20mS, the

voltage to maintain the 'on' state.
The KG 100 has a SPST

Wycombe, UK, is setting up a

requires very high production run

linear drive unit, the relays

'blended ' manufacturing model

orders and reduces the flexibility

feature a short current path for

K200 has DPST contacts with

that will help customers save

that customers typically require.

overall lower resistance and

an operating time of 30mS . All
units are available with operat-

costs but meet high volume

Our approach is to combine both

reduced heat build up. A 3mm

demands.

onshore and offshore manufac-

contact gap offers improved

ing coils of 12, 24, and 48V,

turing , investing both in new pro-

isolation in applications where

however the K100 is also
available with a 6V coi l. The

The firm has four high capacity SMT lines in the UK, with a

duction lines here in the UK and

safety is required as standard.

temporary manufacturing facility

in China," said Clive Matthews,

As latching relays, the units

in Shanghai. A typical split of

sales director.

manufacturing could be 80:20

Walters Microsystems plans a

relays can operate in a temper-

only require a short duration

ature range of -40 D C to +70 D C.

pulse voltage - 50ms minimum -

The relay has a 60A motor load

where 80% would be produced

purpose-built production plant

to change state, and therefore

rating from UL that requires a

in China to take advantage of

in Nantong, which will mirror the

consume far less energy than an

minimum of 50 switching

UK facility, by the year-end.

equivalent contactor that

cycles at 600A.

requires a permanently applied

WVIIVV.5witchtec.co.uk

the low labour costs.
"Many companies are out-

WWW.w;::jbea'S!:PIOlIp.CO'
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Interactive tool for streaming video
Celoxica added algorithm IP and
a block-based graphical design
entry platform to its expanding
portfolio of electronic system
level (ESL) design tools.
The PixelStreams development
environment provides a library of
powerful video data manipulation
functions with an easy-to-use
interactive graphical editor.
Pixel Streams provides a
broad range of macro calls that
allow the user to gather, manipulate and output streams of
video pixel data. These Cbased models deliver enhanced
parameterisation capabilities
and high-level interface

abstraction. In addition, PixelStreams includes an IP reuse
graphical editor as an entry tool
for imaging algorithms to pro-

Low cost alann protects
portable assets

Small, high value assets such as
computers and projectors are
notoriously vulnerable to theft
and, more often than not, are no
longer adequately covered by
insurance. Now, HotAV from
High Wycombe, has come up
with a low cost, but highly effective, alarm that attaches to virtually any piece of equipment and
protects.
The D-Tex alarm, which has a
retail price of £140, is fixed to the
piece of equipment with the
strongest adhesive available,
which bonds it permanently to
the casing of the device. The 0Tex alarm has an electronic key
with a unique code from 4 billion

•
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combinations that activates the
alarm. If the device is unplugged
from the mains without de-activating the alarm, a motion sensor
sets off a 120dB alarm, which
sounds until the device is
plugged into the mains again or
de-activated with the coded key.
Dave Savage, HotAV's MD
says that, 0-Tex is extremely
effective in deterring opportunist
thieves that try to walk off with
portable electronic devices that
they slip under their coat or into
a bag. "The noise that the alarm
makes, stops them in their
tracks," he said.

call 0845 130 6161
www.hotav.uk.com

vide ease-of-use and design
productivity in a familiar blockbased methodology.
From this block diagram entry,

developers can quickly design,
analyse and implement hardware
prototypes for complex video
imaging systems using the
Celoxica OK Design Suite for Cbased synthesis.
Video and image processing
algorithms are rapidly being
used in applications such as
machine vision in industrial control systems, sensor fusion in
automotive systems, pattern
recognition in biometrics and
security systems, as well as the
more established electronics
markets for consumer, defence
and office automation.
www.celoxica.com

New EMC test facility

UK-based test and certification
company TRL Compliance has
opened a new 18x14x6m EMC
test facility in Malvern, the UK.
This is a large size chamber,
which could easily accommodate large military, agricultural
and industrial vehicles and
equipment.
The Malvern site features a
reinforced flooring to handle
loads up to 80 tonnes. The site
roadways have been constructed for heavy machinery
and secured for confidentiality.

Here, TRL can carry out a
wide range of compliance tests,
including electromagnetic fields
in excess of 200V/m 10kHz to
18GHz simulating very hostile
environments. Other tests
include DEF STAN 59-41, MIL
STD 461 and RTCAlD0160C/D.
TRL is UKAS accredited . Its
service includes turnkey solutions and technical authors providing clear concise test plans,
procedures and reports.
'WlNlN. trlcompliance.
co.uk
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NEW TIME-SAVING WEIDMULLER
PUSH-IN PCB TERMINALS FOR FASTER BOARD
CONNECTION IN OEM PANEL ASSEMBLIES
WEIDMULLER'S INNOVATIVE NEW LSF-SMT TERMINALS FOR PCBs SAVE OEMs ASSEMBLY TIME WITHIN PANELS AND OTHER
APPLICATIONS, AS THEY UTILISE A 'PUSH-IN' TOOL LESS INSERTION OF THE CONDUCTOR FOR RAPID, SECURE CONNECTION OF THE PCB.
THE LSF-SMT IS COMPATIBLE WITH A WIDE PITCH RANGE, IS AVAILABLE IN TAPE-ON-REEL PACKAGING FOR AUTOMATED PCB
MANUFACTURE AND IS DESIGNED FOR COMPLETE WEEE AND RoHS COMPLIANCE.

The LSF-SMT has been designed by Weidmuller to allow simple direct insertion of solid or
flexible wires with cross-sections 0.14 to ISmm 2 , with or without ferrules; the conductor is
inserted without needing tools. The insel1ed wire is held securely against the connection by
the separate spring , and the connection is vibration proof and gastight, ideal for moving
machinery applications such as motors and drive controls. Disassembly and extraction is as
easy, simply press the individual release burton with a sc rewdriver and pull the wire.
The Weidmuller LSF-SMT is avai lable in six pitches from 3.S to 7.62mm, with 90° or L80°
wire exits, for optimum versatility in matching application needs. Solder pins are available in
lengths of 1.Smm (for SMTrrHR) or 3.Smm (conventional soldering), with a coating of pure
tin, including the soldering area; compatibility with lead-free soldering alloys is assured.
The LSF-SMT has a nominal maxim um current rating (YDE) of 17 .SA , and nominal voltage
ratings (YDE) between 160Y and SOOY dependent on pitch. The terminal is manufactured in
Weidmuller's heat resistant, halogen free and inherently flame resistant (UL94 YO) liquid
crystal poLymer reinforced with glass fibre. It incorporates no flame retarding substances and
has a mel!ing point above 33S°C. Its excellent dimensional stability and resistance to
soldering heat make it ideal for PCB manufacture through wave, reflow or reflux processes
complying with lead-free manufacture; it exceeds EN 61760-1 standards.
WeidmuIJer is a leading provider of electrical and electronic interfaces, offering OEMs, Panel Builders, Electrical Contractors and Di stributors progressive
and practical soLution s for all aspects of connection technology. Today with an extensive product portfolio - terminal s are just the start.
Core product families include SiRnal ConditioninR, Power Supplies, PLC Int erfaces, Enclosures. Connector Int el/aces, Relay Modules, Opto-Isolators,
Installation Products and Tools , Connectors and H eavy Duty Connectors support. A Custom Design Service is also available to meet specialist needs.

FOR FURTHER PRODUCT/TECHNICAL INFORMATION PLEASE PHONE

01732 877000

OR EMAIL

INFO@WEIDMULLER.CO.UK

FRUSTRATED!
Looking for ICs TRANSISTORS?

A phone call to us could get a
result We offer an extensive
range and with a World-wide
database at our fingertips, we are able
to source even more. We specialise in
devices with the following prefix
(to name but a few).

WEB SITE WWW.JOHNSRADIO-UK.COM WWW.JOHNRADlv."-\J,Y, 1
JOHNSRADIO ELECTRONICS TEST AND COMMUNICA
MARCONI TF2019A Synthesized Signal Generators - 80Khz to 1040Mc/s
AM - FM - High Class with many functions - £285 each.
TEKTRONIX 2445 A OSCILLOSCOPE 150Mc/s Four Channel £300.
HP COMMUNICATION TEST SET 8922M - 10 - 1000Mc/s + GMS 83220E
Converter 171 0 - 1900Mc/s - DCS - PCS - MS £500
HP COMMUNICATION TEST SET 8922M OPT 010(Dual) etc, £750.
ALL UNITS AND PRICED EX WORKS WITH INSTRUCTIONS - TESTED BASIC
WORKING. CARR + PACKING IF REQUIRED EXTRA.
Phone for appointment or to request item lists, photos, site map.
All welcome, Private or Trade, sales, workshop repairs or calibration

PLEASE CONTACT PATRICIA AT WHITEHALL WORKS, 84 WHITEHALL ROAD
EAST, BIRKENSHAW, BRADFORD, WEST YORKSHIRE, BD11 2ER.
Tel: 01274684007 Fax: 01274 651160

WEB SITE WWW.JOHNSRADIO-UK.COM WWW.JOHNRADIO.COM

2N 2SA 2SB 2SC 2SD 2P 2SJ 2SK 3N 3SK 4N 6N 1740 AD
ADC AN AM AY BA BC BD BDT BDV BDW BDX BF
BFR BFS BFT BFW BFX BFY BLY BLX BS BR BRX BRY BS
BSS BSV BSW BSX BT BTA BTB BRW BU BUK BUT BUV
BUW BUX BUY BUZ CA CD DX CXA DAC DG DM DS
DTA DTC GL GM HA HCF HD HEF ICL ICM IRF J KA
KIA L LA LB LC LD LF LM M M5M MA MAB MAX MB
MC MDA J MJE MJF MM MN MPS MPSA MPSH MPSU
MRF NJM NE OM OP PA PAL PIC PN RC S SAA SAB
SAD SAJ SAS SDA SG SI SL SN SO STA STK STR STRD
STRM STRS SVl T TA TAA TAG TBA TC TCA TDA TDB
TEA TIC TIP TIPL TEA TL TLC TMP TMS TPU U UA
UAA UC UDN ULN UM UPA UPC UPD VN X XR Z ZN
ZTX + many others

Please visit our website at
www.cricklewoodelectronics.com
17 thousand components in stock
Mail, phone, Fax, Credit Card orders & callers welcome.

£!

•

I VISA )

Iconnect]

Cricklewood Electronics Ltd
40-42 Cricklewood Broadway, London NW2 3ET
Tel: 020 8452 0161 Fax: 020 8208 1441
Visit our new www.cricklewoodelelectronics.com
Email: sales@cricklewoodelectronics.com
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The Electronics World Book Service offers you access to our team
of specialist publishing experts. Through us you can order any
book currently in print from War and Peace to Reference Data
for Engineers. Simply use the form opposite to place an order,
all books are delivered free of charge* within the UK.

For Credit Cord orders or any queries, call 01737 81 27 27 or fax 01737 81 35 26. These
order/helplines ore open from 9am to Spm Monday to Friday. For out-of-hours orders you con leave
a message on the above line or, alternatively, e-mail us at boffinbooks@tis(oli.(o.uk. When placing
an order please quote your Nome, Address (Home and Delivery), Contact Telephone Number,
Debit/Credit Cord Number, Expiry Date/Issue Number, Details of your order.

INTERNATIONAL ANTENNA COLLEC'rION
Ediled by George Brown

ANTENNA TOPICS
Pal Hawker

This book collects tagether same of the best articles from around the world on the subject of
antennas. It will appeal to radio amateurs in general, whether they be antenna enthusiasts or not
It is a follow-up to the successful The International Antenna Collection, compiled by the some editor.

If you are interested in antennas this book is a goldmine of information and ideas on the subjecl.
Pat Hawker has been writing his "Technical Topics" column in Radcom since 1958 and in this time
has produced much excellent work in this time. This book is a chronological collection of cu ttings of
Pat's words over the yeOis. Hundreds of OIeas and subjects are covered and many a good idea is
included. Carefully indexed this book is not only a great reference work but also a history of over
forty years of antenna design At 384 pages this book is excellent value and asset to any amateur
interested in antennas.

2003

£11. 99

Code 1-8723-0993-3

Please note: Printed prices may change but ore correct at time of going to press.

2002 • 384 pages • PB

£18.99

BACKYARD ANTENNAS
Peler Dodd

Code 1-8723-0989-5

VHF/UHF ANTENNAS
Ian Poole

Radio amateurs and short-wave listeners all wont to achieve the very best from their HF and VHF
equipment. Receivers and tra nsmi~ers are available to professional standards, but very few people
have the real estate to erect the sort of antenna used by a commercial radio station. The book covers
end-fed and centre-fed antennas, rotary beams, loops, tuning units, VHF/ UHF antennas, antenna
and most construction, transmission lines, and how ta estimate and measure the pe~ormance of
your antenna.

This great new book from the popular aUlhor Ian Poole invesligales the exciting area of VHF and
UHF antennas. The VHF and UHF bonds provide on exciting opportunity for those wishing to
experiment, whilst the antenna sizes at these frequencies mean that they do not occupy great
amaunts of space.

2000 • 208 pages • PB

2002 • 128 pages

£18.99

Code 1-8723-0959-3

£13.99

RSGB YEARBOOK 2005
Edited by Steve White

RSGB RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK
Radio Society of Britain

New far the 2005 edition of the RSGB Yearbook is the 'Cantesting Guide', your complete guide to
RSGB contests from HF ta microwave. Yau will alsa find features on Tapband Direction Finding and
the Mills Weekend. This edition cantains a huge list af all the Faundation, Intermediate and
Advanced amateur radio courses available, plus a list af Examination Centres. IOTA receives
extensive coverage, with a feature on IOTA's 40th Anniversary, infarmation an the owards
scheme, the Honour Rail and Annual Listing

For the First Time you can get up to date UK coil information an a CD with World Call data. Taking
aver from the Pegasus Flying Horse CD is the RSGB Radio Amateur Call Book. Using the very
lotest UK, Europe and US call dato, makes this the most up-to-date and very best World Call CD
available. Requiring no hard disk installatian this CD has an easy to use and effective inte~ace. The
"RSGB Radio Amateur Call Baok" is campatible with existing logging sa ftwore and all operating
systems fram DOS to Windows XP.

2000 • 488 pages

Summer 2004 Editian • CD-ROM

£16.99

Code 1-8723-0998-4

£39.99

CALLSEEKER PLUS 2005
Edited by Steve White

PHOTODETECTION AND MEASUREMENT
Mark Johnson

As RSGB Yearbook 2005 in CO-ROM formal. Callseeker Plus is ideal for every radio amateur who
prefers to search for data electranically rather than laak it up in a book. It is essential for those wha
require the collsigns and addresses of amateurs in the European countries covered.

Using basic theary, fully-worked calculation, cicuit snippets and rules-af-thumb, this boak conveys
the know-haw af goad opto-electronic design, fram low-noise receivers to synchronous detectian.
"TRY IT" topics provide light-hearted demonstrations of key pain!s. The grad student starting in
photoni cs ond the engineer aptimising an apto-electronic product will benefit particularlyl

Code RSGB

CD Amateur

Whether ar nat you have the RSGB Yearbaak, you shauld get a copy af Callseeker Plus 2005 for yaur PCI
CO-ROM • Compatible with wind ows 95/ 98 or greater
2003 • 298 pages· HB

£11.99

Code 1-8723-CSP2005

Special Offer - Only £40.00 - normally £45 .00

HIGH·FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR DESIGN
Johan van der Tang, Dieter Kasperkovilz & Arlhur von Roermund

ADVANCED TECHNIQUES IN RF POWER AMPLIFIER DESIGN
Sieve C. Cripps

This text covers the analysis and design of all high-frequency oscillators required to realize integrated
transceivers for wireless and wired opplications This includes the design of oscillator types as singlephose LC oscillators,
LC osciliatOls, mulli-phose lC osciliotOls, and ring oscillators in various IC
technologies such as bipolar, BiCMOS, CMOS, and 501 (silican an insulator) Starting from an in depth
review of basic oscillotar theory, the authors discuss key oscillator specificotions, numerous oscillatar
circuit topologies, and introduce the concepts of design figures of merit (FOMs) and benchmark FOMs.

Areference taol far RF-, digital- and system-level deSigners, this book discusses the mast
critical topics far professionals in the field, including envelape power-management schemes
and linearizatian. This valume builds an the author's wark, "RF Power Amplifiers for
WirelessCommunicatians".

va

2003 • 343 pages · HB

Code 0-0714-0944-0

2002 • 400 pages· HB

£78.00

Code 1-4020-7564-2
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BEGINNERS HANDBOOK OF AMAIEUR RADIO
Clay laster

Amateur I

This text provides the reader with the necessary electronics background to begin "hamming" and to
help with preparations fOi the FCC novice ar "no-code" technician closs license examinations. It covers
the basics of wove propagation, power supplies and electronic circuits.

; Ra:~?~.,,~.~
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£75.00

Code 1-5805-3282-9

BASIC ENGINEERING CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
J.lrwin
Presentatian af first and second-arder transient circuits has been streamlined, derivatians have
been eliminated and MATLAB solutions have been added In oddition, practical examples hove
been added throughout.

-.

41h edition· 2000 • 550 pages· PB

7th edition· 2003 • 704 pages· HB
Code 0-0713-6187-1

£25.99
AN ANALOG ELECTRONICS COMPANION
Scott Hamilton
Engineers and scientists frequently find themselves having to get involved in electronic circuit design even
though this may not be their specialty. This book is speCifically designed for these situations, and has
two mojOi advantages for the inexperienced designer: it assumes little priOi knowledge af electronics
and it takes a modular approach, so you can find just what yau need without working thraugh a
whole chapter. Amajor bonus and learning oid is the inclusian of a CO with the student edition of
the PSpice simulation software, together with models af most of the circuits described in the book.
April 2003 • 668 pages & CD • HB

£36.95

Code 0-4713-8049-0

HANDS·ON ELECTRONICS APRACTICAL INTRODUCTION TO
ANALOG AND DIGITAL CIRCUITS
Ian
Packed full af real circuits ta build and test, Hands-On Electranics is a unique introduction to analog
and digitol electranics theory and practice. Ideal both as a college textbaak and for self-study, the
friendly style, clear illustratians and construction details included in the book encourage rapid and
effective learning of onalog and digital circuit design theory.
May 2003 • 226 pages· PB

£75.00

Code 0-5217-9838-8

£19.95

Code 0-5218-9351-8

Tel 01737 812727 • Fax 01737 813526 • E-mail boffinbooks@fiscali.co.uk

RADIO·FREQUENCY ELECTRONICS: CIRCUITS AND APPLICATIONS
Jon B. Hagen

TROUBLESHOOTING AND REPAIRING CONSUMER ELECTRONICS
WHHOUT ASCHEMAHC
Homer L. Davidson

This occessible ond comprehensive book provides on introduction to the bosic concepts ond key
circuits of rodio frequency systems, covering fundamental principles which opply to 011 rodio devices,
from wireless doto transceivers on semiconductor chips to high-power broodcosttransmitters. Topics
covered include filters, amplifiers, oscillotors, modulators, low-noise amplifiers, phase-locked loaps,
and transformers. Applications of radio frequency systems are described in such oreos os
communications, radio and television broadcasting, radar, and radio astronomy.

In this updoted new edition of his bestselling guide, Homer Dovidson, one of the most respected
nomes in the field of consumer electronics, provides experienced, honds-on information and odvice
on how to troubleshoot and repoir 0 wide ronge of electronic units when you don't have the benefit
of schematic diagrams. This edition has been revised to be part of the TAB Electronics Technician
Library, with specialtroubleshooling flowcharts added

1997 • 372 pages· HB

3rd edition • 2004 • 560 pages· PB

£29.95

Code 0-5215-5356-3

NAZI WIRELESS PROPAGANDA: LORD HAW·HAW AND
BRITISH OPINION IN THE SECOND WORLD WAR
Martin Doherty

Code 0·0714-2181 -5

£21.99
GERMAN NAVAL CODE BREAKERS
Jak P. Mallmann Showell
Less well-known than their British equivolents at Bletchley Par~ the successes and failures of those
working in the branch of German navol intelligence tasked with breaking Allied codes olso had a
significant impoct on the progress of World War II. Significant new light is shed on mony events in
the wor at sea.

An analysis of the Nazi wireless broadcasts to Britain during the Second World War and the impact
af the prapaganda on the British public. Propoganda is presented in context: the purposes behind it,
the changing patterns, themes, styles ond techniques employed, and the impoct upon the torget
audience and its morale It is accomponied by a compact disc contoining recordings of 24 German
wartime broadcosts to Britain
2000 • 256 pages &CD • PB

2003 • 160 poges • HB

£19.00

Code 0-7486-1363-3

THE ART OF ELECTRONICS
Paul Horowitz

PRAC'rICAL ELECTRONICS FOR INVENTORS
Paul Scherz

Best selling Electronics title of alltime l Widely accepted as the single authority text and reference
on electronic circuit design, both analog and digital

Aimed ot students ond hobbyists, this book gives all would-be inventors an introduction to the
fundamentals of electronics, covering everything from equipment and devices to components
and products.

2nd edition· 1989 • 1152 pages· HB

Code 0-7110-2888-5

£24.99

1999 • 600 pages· PB

£50.00

Code 0-521-37095-7

Code 0-07-058078-2

Special Offer - Only £25 .00 - normally £29.99

802.11 WIRELESS NETWORKS: THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE
Matthew S. Gas!

HAM RADIO FOR DUMMIES
Silver

As a network administrotor, orchitect, or security prafessional, you need to understand the
copabilities, limitotions, and risks associated with integrating wireless lAN technology into
yaur current infrastructure. This guide offers the information needed to analyze and deploy
wireless networks.

Explains what ham radio is, whot readers need to get started, how to become a licensed operator.
The contents include: What Is Ham Radio All About? Getting a Handle on Ham Radio Technology.
Finding Other Hams: Your Support Group. The Licensing Process. Making (ontact and everything you
would ever wish to know obout Ham radio.

2002 • 464 pages • PB

2004 • 384 pages· PB

£31.95

Code 0-596-00183-5

ROBOT COMPANIONS: MENTORBOTS AND BEYOND
Oliver Severin

WI·FOO: THE SECRET OF WIRELESS HACKING
Andrew Vladimirov

Robots ore everywhere in the hobbyist market, but they are also being used in very practical markets
for companionship, supervision and tutoring. This work explores this burgeoning field with
instructions on how to build your own companion robot.

The first book devoted entirely to Wireless lAN penetration testing Asks "How can wireless security
be compromised?" and "Whot con be done about it?".

2003 • 320 pages· PB

Code 0-7645-5987-7

£14.99

2004 • 555 pages· PB

£17.99

Code 0-07 -142212-9

CIS FOR CONTROL: A LABORATORY TEXT FOR HARDWARE INTERFACING
WnH CAND C++
John Blankenship
Designed for those with minimal [J( + + knowledge, this unique and practical book covers the use
of ( for controlling external devices and focuses on ('s application and an interfacing the computer to
the outside world.

1999 • 245 pages· PB

Code 0-3212-0217-1

£29.99
INTRODUC'I'ION TO RF EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEM DESIGN
Pekka Eskelinen
An excellent resource for engineers and engineering students alike this practical design guide offers
you a comprehensive overview of the most important ospects and components of radio frequency
equipment and systems.

2004 • 280 poges • HB

Code 0-0231-0742-1

Code 1-5805-3665-4
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CODE

QTY

DESCRIPl'ION

PRI CE

(POSTAGE AND PACKING FREE TO UK ADDRESSES') TOTAL
NAME.

DAYTIME TEL ........... .

ADDRESS
POSTCODE.
EMAIL ADDRESS
I ENClOSE ACHEQUE/ POSTAL ORDER FOR £.
CARD NUMBER ...

PAYABLE TO 'BOFFIN BOOK SERVICES LTD' OR PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS / VISA/ SWITCH / DELTA CARD ISSUE NUMBER.

EXPIRY DATE .

SIGNED

POST TO BOFFIN BOOK SERVICES LTD, 24 WALTON STREET, WALTON.ON·THE·HILL, TADWORTH, SURREY KT20 7RT, UK 'for postoge charges to addresses outside the UK, please contact our sales team

Tel 01737 812727 • Fax 01737 813526 • E-mail boffinbooks@tiscali.co.uk

To reserve your web site space phone Ed Robinson 01322 611260
e. robinson@highbuybiz.com
CHYGWYN

DB TECHNOLOGY

www.chygwyn.com

WWW . dbtechnology. co. uk!

r l king the Rain out of EMC

Design Services for Embedded
Systems, OpenCores IP, Analogue,
Digital, FPGA, ASIC, HDL Translations
(e.g. Schematics/C/Ctt to VHDL) and
Migrations. Altium Nexar and Protei
Bureaux.
Tel 08700802340

Applications areas include:
• Home automation
• PC based multimedia installations
• Consumer electronics test systems
• Broadcast monitoring
• Show and theatre control

MCES LTD
E

Web: www.mces.co.uk

Anechoic chamber and open area
test site.
ChyGwyn Limited offers electronic
design and embedded software
development for remote monitoring,
embedded appliances, set-top boxes
and similar devices. We are experts
in customisation of Linux and write
device drivers for custom hardware.

COMPONENT TECKNOLOGY
www.component-tecknology.co.uk

PN'dd on F.lC'drontc

• Compliance Tests

.~.~'

.' -""

• Flexible hourly booking available.
• Rapid, accurate pre-compliance tests.

DESIGNER SYSTEMS CO
www.designersystems.co.uk

• PIC microcontroller kits and modules
for students and hobbyist.
• 18F45X,16F87X Proto-Boards for
ease and fast development of project
ideas.

IPEVA

MCES are a specialist electronics company providing a high quality repair,
rework and re-manufacturing service to
electronic modules and sub assemblies,
including handling both large and small
volume production and rework for
major manufacturers. Established in
1972 we have continued to make large
investments in specialised test equipment,
surface mount technology and tooling
enabling us to diagnose repair and verify
a wide range of electronic modules to a
very high standard. We also operate a fitting service for surface mount multi pin
IC's and BGA's

• Consultancy
• TIG control systems - REIS interface.
• Real-time X-ray Imaging.

As a PC data base or hard copy,
SoftCopy can supply a complete index
of Electronics World articles over the
past ten years. Photo copies of articles
from back issues are also available.

TELONIC
www.telonic.co.uk

REDRAT LTD
www.redrat.co.uk

www.ipeva.com

• Analogue 8-channel high voltage isolator. Data logging.
. 5% discount code 'elwwdir2004' for
Electronics World readers.

www.softcopy.co.uk

Fn~nC'rn.

• Fixes included. FCC Listed.

Electronic product design company
with over a decade of experience promoting it's own product range and
designing and manufacturing innovative
products for client companies/individuals.

• Infrared Illuminators for CCTVs in low
ambient light security areas.

M.C .. E.S.

SOFTCOPY

tpeva
Intellectual Property
F.'<t\lution + F.nl ... tiM + \lsllk!

IPEVA sell FPGA platforms and provide

Linage only will cost £150 + vat for a full year_

Telonic specialists in laboratory AC &
DC Power Supplies, Electronic AC & DC
Loads, Electrical Safety Testing and
complete test systems. Plus RF Filters,
Attenuators, Diesel Engine Smoke
Measurement,
Quartz
Crystal
Microbalances.
Tel +44 (0) 118 9786911

Infrared remote control input and
output for computers - USB and
TCP/IP.

Lineage with colour screen shot will cost £350 + vat for a full year
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WATCH SLIDES ON TV
MAKE VIDEOS OF
YOUR SLIDES
DIGITISE YOUR
SLIDES
(using a video capture card)
"Liesgang diatv" automatic slide viewer with built in high quality colour TV camera. It has
a composite video output to a phono plug (SCART & BNC adaptors are available). They
are in very good condition with few signs of use. For further details see www.diatv.co.uk
.........................................................................................................£91.91+ vat £108.00

=

Board cameras all with 512x582 pixels 8.5mm 1/3 inch sensor and composite video out.
All need to be housed in your own enclosure and have fragile exposed surface mount
parts. They all require a power supply of between 10 and 12v DC 150mA.
47MIR size 60x36x27mm with 6 infra red LEOs (gives the same illumination as a small
torch but is not visible to the human eye) ......................................... £37.00 + vat = £43.48
30MP size 32x32x14mm spy camera with a fixed focus pin hole lens for hiding behind a
very small hole ..................................................................................£35.00 + vat = £41.13
40MC size 39x38x27mm camera for 'C' mount lens these give a much sharper image
than with the smaller lenses ............................................................. £32.00 + vat = £37.60
Economy C mount lenses all fixed focus & fixed iris
VSL 1220F 12mm F1.6 12x15 degrees viewing angle ...................... £15.97 + vat = £18.76
VSL4022F 4mm F1.22 63x47 degrees viewing angle ..................... £17.65 + vat = £20.74
VSL6022F 6mm F1.22 42x32 degrees viewing angle ......... ... ......... £19.05 + vat

= £22.38

VSL8020F 8mm F1.22 32x24 degrees viewing angle ............ ......... £19.90 + vat = £23.38
Better quality C Mount lenses
VSL 1614F 16mm F1.6 30x24 degrees viewing angle .................... £26.43 + vat = £31.06
VWL813M

8mm F1.3 with iris 56x42 degrees viewing angle ........ £77.45 + vat = £91.00

1206 surface mount resistors E12 values 10 ohm to 1M ohm 100 of 1 value £1.00 + vat
1000 of 1 value £5.00 + vat
866 battery pack originally intended to be used with an orbitel
mobile telephone it contains 10 1.6Ah sub C batteries
(42x22dia the size usually used in cordless screwdrivers etc.)
the pack is new and unused and can be broken open quite
easily ............................................................ £7.46+vat = £8.77

Please add 1.66 + vat = £1.95 postage & packing per order

JPG ELECTRONICS
5haws Row, Old Road, Chesterfield, 540 2RB
Tel 01246 211202 Fax 01246 550959 MastercardNisal5witch
Callers welcome 9:30 a.m .to 5:30 p.rn. Monday to Saturday

'E[OOY.'NSTAL~mNli I

PMEms

AND CONSUMER ELECTRONICS

fiiDisiil

AND HOM! luelRONICS RIPAIR

filmsiij

AND HOMI HleT RON ICS RI PAIR

'!liVIllll
AND CONSUMER fLE e TRONIC S

SoMdngthe

Sky dlslbox RF2 check ...
CCTV rec:Ol'dlng 'Y.tem

Hitachi A7 cha ssis

Television and Consumer Electronics magazine is the only magazine for
technicians who deal with consumer electronic products, in particular
Tv, video, satellite and audio equipment.
• Launched in 1935 this respected
journal is the longest established
consumer eiectTonics magazine

• Keep up to date with the latest
infonnation and changes affecting
the industry

• Tips and guides on repairing television
and electTonic equipment including
satellite receivers" PCs, monitors, VCRs,
DVD, audio equi.pment and much more

• Essentia l reference and in-depth
features covered monthly
• Essential reference and in-depth
features covered monthly

Make sure of your copy now •••
Submiption rates for 1 year:
UK m.80. Europe £49.00 or €92
USA 5104. RtlII of the Work! £63.50
Submiptioa rates for 7 years
UK m. Europe £78.40 or €146
USA 5166.65. Rest of the World £101

Contact

www.cms.uk.com
see our web site for full details

Highbury Fulfilment Services,
Link House, 8 Bartholomew's Walk, Ely, Cambridge CBl 4ZD

Telephone 01353 654 43 1
Fax 01353 654 400

Email hbc.subs@highbury-wyvern.co.uk

CAMBRIDGE

MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS LTD

~

Unit 17-18 Zone 'D' Chelmsford Rd. Ind. Est.
Great Dunmow, Essex CM6 1XG
Telephone: 01371 875644
email: sales@cms.uk.com

ELECTRONICS
WORLD
Electronics World is enjoyed by some of the world's top circuit
designers - but it's not just for professionals. Stimulating designers
for almost a century. Electronics World covers analogue, RF and
digital circuit technology and incorporates design information on
everything from model train control to input/output via a 10baseT
network .. and it's now available all on CD-ROM.

• 12 issues on each CD-ROM
• Full text and diagrams of all articles, circuit ideas, letters etc
•
•
•
•

Easy to browse
Fully searchable by keywords and index
High-quality print in colour
Full software listings included

1999, 2000, 2001,
2002, and 2003

• easy to use
CDROMS are available for 1999, 2000, 2001,
2002 and 2003. Each disk contains 12 back
issues of Electronics World in a searchable,
browsable and printable format PLUS the
library of software files. The CDROMS run on
PCs with Windows '9x, Me, 2000 and XP.
requires IE4 or above and Adobe Acrobat
Reader (supplied on the CD).
The CDROMs are only £30 each including
VAT and UK post, add £1 extra postage for
Europe, £5 extra postage for rest of the world,
exclusively available from SoftCopy Limited,
address below.
Limited special offer for readers of
Electronics World - all five CDs for the
price of four.
Please send the following CD-ROMS
_ _ qty 1999
_ _ qty2000
_ _ qty 2001
_ _ qty 2002
_ _ qty2003

NAME _______________________________________________________
Address ______________________________________________________

Card Number _____________________________ Expiry ______________

Order now at:

www.ewmag.co.uk
SoftCopy Limited, 1 Vineries Close, Cheltenham GL53 ONU, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1242 241455 Fax: +44 (0) 1242 241468
sales@softcopy.co.uk

I Very Interesting! I
The entire range of the 2005 Skytronic catalogue
available from Cricklewood Electronics
This, Dutch Wholesaler's Catalogue, is now available to UK retail customers via
Cricklewood Electronics and includes thousands of electronic items and components
at bargain prices. The 432 Catalogue pages includes:
Plugs, Sockets, Cables, Switches, Speakers, Microphones, Components, Car Audio,
Disco & PA & HiFi Equipment, CCTV Cameras & Recorders, Tools, Test Equipment,
Inverters , Power Supplies, Electrical, Multimedia, Computer accessories, etc etc

Catalogue & Price List free to shop-callers. To have it posted - please send £2.00 towards
postage costs. (UK only).

Cricklewood Electronics Ltd
40-42 Cricklewood Broadway, London NW2 3ET. Tel: 020 8452 452 0161, Fax 020 8208 1441
email: sales@cricklewoodelectronics.co.uk
Visit our website @ www.cricklewoodelectronics.com
March 2005 . ELECTRONICS WORLD
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SERVICES

WANTED

ARTICLES
WANTED

BEST CASH
PRICES PAID

TOP PRICES PAID
For all your valves,
tubes, semi conductors
and ICs.

Langrex Supplies Limited
1 Mayo Road, Croydon, Surrey CRO 2QP
!TEL: 020 86841166 FAX: 020 8684 3056

FOR VALVES KT88,
PX4AND MOST
AUDIO/OTHER
TYPES.

Tel: 01403 784961
Billington Export Ltd
Sussex RH14 9EZ
Fax 01403 783519
Email: sales@bel-tubes.co.uk
Visitors by appointment

• Prototypes at a fraction of the cost

Follow up Services Runs .
CAM/CAD Consulting .

• Tooling and setup included
• Industry standard quality

ONLINE Quotations •
ISO-Approved .

• Any contour

SERVICES

For a
Embedded monitoring & control
PSTN telephones and test equlpmen
Datacom Interfacing, line drlvtng etc.
Printed Circuit Board design
Industrial control and Safety systems
Robotic products (wireless, GPS, control)
LCD serial backer products
Technical documentation, schematic
layout & language translation

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FREE
•

Email: sales@designersystems.co.uk
Tel/Fax: +44 (0) 1872 223306

~ MICROCHIJO"
eon......,IPr •

.." .. ..".,

{(j)

ELECTRONIC DESIGN
Control, Instrumentation
& Prototype services

Tel/Fax: 01981·550528

~..

Designer;
Sy~~~..I:r.tf§~

POWER SUPPLY DESIGN
Switched Mode PSU
Power Factor Correction
designed to your specification

e-mail: p.loughery @
wgrlectronics.co.uk

Tel/Fax: 01243 842520
e-mail: eugenJus@cix.co.uk

WGR'Lectronics

Lomond Electronic Services

consultation on how best
to market your
products/services to a
professional audience
ring ED on
01322 611260

Service Link
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• Automatically analyse
Thyristors and Triacs .
• Automatically identify all three
leads.
• Automatic test currents from
1OOlJA to 100mA!

model SCR100

Passive components, semiconductors,
power devices, network cabling

Choose your perfect analyser
"Star Pack"
, LCR and DCA
in carry case
£118.00
Carry cases
£15 .00
SMD Tweezer
Probes for LCR

£.19.00 . . " "~,,
S~ar.e Batte ~

New Low Prices!
limited time only

the atlas LCR
• Automatically identify
Inductors, Capacitors and
Resistors.
• Inductors from 1lJH to 10H.
• Capacitors from 1 pF to
10,OOOIJ F
• Resistors from 1Q to 2MQ
• 1% Basic accuracy.
• Automatic frequency selection.

fJ ~ .rfi ffi

Semiconductor Analysis
ESR Measurement

CatS Cable Testi

-. ~.,.:::~.. ~ .

WWWo p(8lak(8lI(8l(C . ~~i: LI k Don't ju~t test it ...
• • • 1-1 n a 1'::1::' e it.!
all prices include UK Delivery . ~\~j'i,-t€~

TEST EQUIPMENT

Quality Second User
Test Equipment

I

The Industry's
Most Competitive
Test Equipment Rental Rates

....

AMPURERS
ATlHP 8349A 20GHz 15dB 21. AtIpIifier
AT/HP 1449B 165GHz 2UB + 1dBm Pre-amplifier
AalplifEr Research 2SW'IOOO 16Hz 2SV1 Amplifier
Amplifier Research 7SA2S0A IIHcHz-2SotIHz 7SW Poom Amp
EIU nOOl 250kHz-I2OHHz 200W Power Amplifier
ENI A-300 300kHz-35HHz 300W Amplifier
KalIIIIS W7371C 2SW 10kHz-16Hz Amplifier
COMPONENT ANALYSERS
AT/HP 4140B Pa Heter + DCYoitage Source
AT/HP 4155B Semi(Oflductor Parameter Analyser
AT/HP 4191A 100000Hz Impedance Analyser
Al/HP 4192A I3HHz fmpedance Ana~ser
ATIHP 4193A I 1011Hz Impedance Analyser
FREQUENCY COUNTERS
ATIHP 5345A 500HHz Frequency Counter
AlIHP 5348A 265G1:1z CountuIPowu Heter
Al/HP 53508 206Hz Fnquetlcy Coonter
ATIHP 535 IBlOOI 26.5GHz Frequency Counter
ATIHP S3HB 406Hz Fnqumcy Coontu
ATIHP 5mB/005 46GHz frequency Counter
ATIHP S310A lOOHHz U!tiv!naJ flllle Interval Counter
AT/HP mOB 10000Hz UniYmal Time Interval Counter
AT/HP S372A 500HHz FreCfl~<yJrlllle Interval Analyser
FUtfCTION GENERATORS
ATIHP 3145A DC-I HHz Function Generator
ATIHP B120A1001 ISHHz Function/Arbitrary Wivefonn Gen
AlIHP 3325B 21HHz Function Generator
AT/HP mSA 81HHz Function Generator
AlIHP 8111A 20HHz Function Generator
AT/HP 8116A 50HHz Function Generator
ATIHP 8165A 50HHz Function Generator
ATIHP 8904A100 1/00ll003/004 600kHz Function Generator
Philips PH5193 SOItHz Function Generator
Tek AWG200S 20tlSlS Arbitrary Waveorm Genentor
Tek AWG2021/02 125KHz 2S0HSls Dual Arb Wiveform Gen
LOGIC ANALYSERS
AlIHP 1652B 100HHz Timing 35HHz State 80Ch with 050
AT/HP 1660A SOOHHz Timing IOOHHz Slate 136Ch log Ana
ATlHP 1660C 500KHz Timing 100HHz Stlte 136Ch log Ana
ATIHP 1662A 500ltHz Timing 100HHz State 68Ch log Ana
AlIHP 16700/030 2SOHHz Timing 100HHz State 136Ch
AT/HP 1670G 500HHz ftming 150KHz Stlte 136 Ch
AT/HP E2423A SCSI Bus Preprocessor
NETWORK ANALYSERS
ATIHP 11664A 18GHz Detector
AT/HP 116ME 0.01-265GHz Detector
ATIHP 3S677A 200HHz 50 Ohm S Parameter Test Set
AT/HP 35689A 1501tHz 50 Ohm S-parameter Test Set
AT/HP 3577A SHz-200HHz Vector Network Analyser
AT/HP 3589A 150HHz NetworklSpectrum Analyser
AT/HP 85025B 265GHz Coaxial Detector
AT/HP 850250 0.OI-50GHz Detector
AT/HP 85027A 18GHz N-l Directional Bridge
AlIHP 850218 26.SGHz Directiooal Bridge
AlIHP 850270 50GHz Directional Bridge
AT/HP 8510B/OIO SOGHz Hicrowave Network Analyser
AT/HP 8516A 40GHz S Parameter Test Set
ATIHP 87S3B/0 I0 3GHz Vector Network Analyser

ATIHP 8753UOO6J8S047A 66Hz Net Ala cJw S ParaJleler
AT/HP 8753C11S046A 3GHz Net Ala cJw S ParaJlleter
AIIHP 8753DJOO6JOIIl1504lA 6GHz Yector NetwoR. Ala
ATIHP 8757C1001 Scalar Network Aaalyser
AT/HP 11570/00 I Scalar Network Wlyser
Amitsu 37WA 4OHHz-2OGHz ictor Network Analyser
Anrinu 56100A IOHHz-IIOGHz Scalar Network Analyser
Anriau SlIlA I.2GHz Sitemaster
Anriau m IA lJGHz Sitemastef Scalar Network Analyser
Anrinu miD 4GHz Sitemaster Scalar Network Analyser
Anritsu S820A 20GHz Sitemaster Scalar Network Aaalyser
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OSCILLOSCOPES
AT/HP S4600B 2 Channel 100ttHz 20l1.\ls Digitising Scope
AlIHP 546038 2 Channel 60HHz 20KSls Digitising Scope
AlIHP S482SA 4 Channel SOOHHz 2Ws Digirising Scope
AT/HP 5484SA 4 Channel 1.56Hz 8GS/s Infinium Scope
Lecroy LC564A 4 Channell GHz 4GSIs Digitising Scope
Lecroy lC584AL 4 Channel IGHz IWs Digitising Scope
Ph~ips PI1305S 2 Channel 60HHz Analogue Scope
Philips PH3065 3 Cbannel 100l1Hz Analogue Scope
Philips PH3070 2 Channel 100l1Hz Analogue Scope
Tek 2225 2 Channel 60ttHz Scope
Tek ms 2 Channel 100HHz Aoalogue Scope
Tek m5A 2 OIannel 100HHz Analogue Scope
Tek 2445 4 Channel 150l1Hz Analogue Scope
Tek 244SB 4 Channel ISOI1Hz Analogue Scope
Tek 1465B 4 Channel 4OOI1Hz Analogue Sc~
Tek TOS3DS2 2 Channel 500KHz SGS/s Dig Phosphor Scope
Tek TOS3D52/FFTITRG 500l1Hz SGSI5 2 Ch Digitising Scope
Tek TDS30S4/3FFTIlTRG 4Ch SOOHHz SGS/s Dig Phos Scope
Tek mmOll4 2 Channel 100HHz SOOHS/s Digitising Scope
Tek TOS340 2 Channel 100HHz SOOHS/s Digitising Scope
POWER METERS
AT/HP 11722A 2.6GHz Power Sensor Kodule
AT/HP 435B RF Power Heter
ATIHP 437B RF Power Heter
AlIHP 438A Dual Channel RF Power Heter
AlIHP 438A1002 Dual Channel RF Power Heter
AT/HP 8481A IOKHz-18GHz lOOmW Power Sensor
AlIHP 8481 B IOHHz-18GHz 2SW Power Sensor
AT/HP 84810 1011Hz-18GHz 100pW Diode Power Sensor
ATIHP 8481H IOKHz-18GHz 3W Power Sensor
AT/HP 848lA IOOkHz-4.2GHz 100mW Power Sensor
GigatJonics 8030 IA 10HHz-ISGHz 200mW Power Sensor
GigatJonics 80401A IOHHz-18GHz 200mW Hod Pwr Sensor
Gigatronics 8452C Dual ChaRnel Universal Power Meter
Gigatronics 8541 C 18GHz Rf Power l1eter

POWERSUPPUES
(8BP)
Wide Rug! or ATlHP PngruaaabIe DC Supplies ... JlOII
688
likusui PU-303W 300W Electroaic load
I.
likusui PIl-603W 600W Eledroaic load
2158
RF SWEEP GENERATORS
AVHP 83640l ItlttHz-4OGHz Synthesised Sweeper
21511
ATIHP 83650810011008 IOHHz-5OGHz Synthesised Sweeper 31950
AT/HP 83752A IOHHz-1OGHz Synthesised Sweeper
14580
Wiltron 683698 IOHHz-4OGHz S",thesised Sweeper
17958
SIGNAL & SPECTRUM ANALlSERS
Advmtest R32m IOOHz-aGHz Spectnml Analyser
')58
Advmtest Rl2711021 26.5GHz Spectrum Analyser
14958
AT/lIP 3562A 100kHz Dual ChaRnel Dynamic Signal AAalyser )150
ATIHP 35665A1ID2 102.4kHz ~al Dyoatnic Siga~ Analyser )950
AT/HP 3S8SA 40HHz SpedruRI Analyser
)511
AlIHP 8S61 EIOO7 BGHz Spectrum Analyser
11958
AT/HP 8S62A 22GHz Spectrum Analyser
1958
AlIHP 8S62E I12GHz Spectrum Analyser
AI/HP 8591 AlO I0/021 1.8GHz Spectrum Analyser With TG
)950
AT/HP 859100041 1.8GHz EHC Spectrum Analyser
6510
AT/HP &594E/041 2.9GHz Spectrum Analyser
4150
AT/H~ 8595E1OO4/041110lJlO5 6.5GHz SpectruRl Analyser
6750
AlIHP 8S96E1021 12.8GHz Spectrum Analyser
8558
AlIHP 890 IB lJGHz l1odulation Ana~ser
1950
AT/HP 8903 BIOO I/O I0/05 I 20Hz- 100kllz Audio Analyser
1958
AlIHP E4403B/MH1B7lI049 3GHz Spectrum Analyser
6250
Anrinu 11S26S IB 3GHz Spectrum Analyser
4651
Anritsu 11S266SC 21.2GHz Spectrum Analyser
11758
Karconi 2392 9kHz-2.96Hz Spectrum ARa~ser
l7Sa
R&S AltlQ03/B I UQ Signal Hodulatioo Generator
6958
R&S mAlO 9kHz-lSGHz Spectrum Analyser
Il7SO
R&S FSP7 9kHz-7GHz Spectrum Analyser
11750
SIGNAL GENERATORS
AlIHP 8H11A1IEI 1-10GHz S",th eN Signal Generator
7950
AlIHP 86428 2.1 GHz Synthesised Signal Generator
5)58
AT/HP 8648C 9kHz-3.2GHz Synthesised Signal Gellerator
550&
AT/HP 8657 A IGHz Synthesised S~nal Generator
1600
AT/HP 86578/00 I 2GHz Synthesised Signal Generator
2)58
AT/HP 8780A IOHHz-3GHz Vector Signal Generator
AT/HP 8782B 3GHz Vector Signal Generator
5350
AlIHP E4421 BllE5 3GHz Signal Generator
5950
ATntP E443 I811E5IUNB 2GHz Digital Signal Generator
6975
AT/HP E443lA11 ESIlEH 3GHz Synthesised Signal Generator 1758
AT/HP E44HAlIES 2S0kHz-4GHz Synth Signal Generator
7950
Anritsu 68047C IOHHz-20GHz Synthesised Signal Generator 1525
Anritsu KG360lAl02 IGHz Signal Generator
1600
Anrfuu I1G3681A10llll 3GHz Digital Hodulation Signal Gen 4500
Anrfuu HG3683A11B/05/11/16 10Hz-306Hz Synth eN Gen 17858
WIRELESS
AT/HP 89208/1/4171 13114 IGHz Radio Comms Test Set
3950
AlIHP 89208/1/417113114/51 IGHz Radio Comms Test Set 3950
AT/HP 8922HlOO1/0031101 IGHz GSH HS Test Set
)500
AT/HP 8922K/001/006l010 IGHz GSH HS Test Set
)950
IFR 2967112116nl Radio Comms Test Set With GSH &TACS 5950
Karconi 2935 GSK Test Set (Tri Band]
4950
Harconi 2945/05 Radio Comms Test Set
5958
Harconi 2966AJ12 IGHz Radio COMS Test Set with ~H
5850
R&S CTD55/85 GSH GOJNOGO Tester
1850
Raca! 61031001l00ll0141420/430/04T DHR Test Set
4150
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Prices shown are for guidance in £UK GBp, eldusive of ~T and Ex-Works. All
items subject to prior sale. Rental prices are per week for a rental period of 4
weeks. Free (arriage to UK mainland addresses on sale items. Rental or non UK
deliveries will be (har,ed at (ost. This is just a selection of equipment we have
available - if you don t see what you want, please caU. All items are supplied
fully tested and refurbished. All manuals and accessories required for normal
operation induded. Certificate of Conformance supplied as standard. Certificate of
Calibration available at additional (ost. Test Equipment Solutions ltd Terms and
Conditions apply. All E&OE.
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www.T e stEquipmentHG.com
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